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Preface
The mission of the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS) is to build and maintain a global
alliance that collaborates with scientific communities to facilitate free and open access to, and
application of, biodiversity and biogeographic data and information on marine life.
The OBIS vision is to be the most comprehensive gateway to the world’s ocean biodiversity and
biogeographic data and information required to address pressing coastal and world ocean concerns.
‘More than 20 OBIS nodes around the world connect 500 institutions from 56 countries. Collectively, they
have provided over 45 million observations of nearly 120 000 marine species, from Bacteria to Whales,
from the surface to 10 900 meters depth, and from the Tropics to the Poles. The datasets are integrated
so you can search and map them all seamlessly by species name, higher taxonomic level, geographic
area, depth, time and environmental parameters. OBIS emanates from the Census of Marine Life (20002010) and was adopted as a project under IOC-UNESCO’s International Oceanographic Data and
Information (IODE) programme in 2009’ (OBIS http://beta.iobis.org/about June 2016).
‘Primary species-occurrence data are not just the data held in museums and herbaria. There is a massive
amount of observational and survey data held in universities, by non-governmental organisations and by
private individuals and these data add valuable additional knowledge on our environment. They are not
competing data resources but complementary and each have their strengths and weaknesses in
supplying the information the world needs’ (Chapman, 2005).
According to Chapman, traditional uses for geo-referenced primary species data have been for
developing maps of species distributions and the development of distribution atlases. In his paper he
describes the current usage of this information. Please consult this paper for detailed descriptions
(Chapman 2005).
In 2014, an agreement was signed between the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC) with the aim to improve the
volume and quality of information available to policy makers for conservation and sustainable use of the
ocean’s biological resources. The agreement promotes and facilitates closer collaboration between GBIF
and IOC-UNESCO’s International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange/Ocean Biogeographic
Information System (IODE/OBIS), specializing in marine biodiversity data.
(http://www.gbif.org/page/11038).
Regional OBIS Nodes (RONs) are organizations that have committed to a continued support of OBIS
within a geographic and/or national region using resources they have obtained. This includes serving
data online and developing a data provider and end-user community.
OBIS nodes are either national projects, programmes, institutes or organizations, National
Oceanographic Data Centers (NODCs) or regional or international projects, programmes and institutions
or organization that carry out data management functions. OBIS nodes are responsible for representing
all aspects of OBIS within a particular region or taxonomic domain. The node is intended to establish
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relationships with key data providers within their geographical (or taxonomic) area of responsibility and
bring data and corresponding metadata into the global database to be shared with the OBIS community.
Nodes are responsible for all aspects of the data from gaining permission to provide access to the data,
to ensuring a certain level of data quality and for the transfer of these datasets to the global OBIS
database.
In addition, nodes provide support for the full implementation of OBIS worldwide by serving on the IODE
Steering Group for OBIS and any relevant Task Teams. Each node may also maintain a data presence on
the Internet representing their specific area of responsibility ( http://beta.iobis.org/manual/nodes).
OBIS Canada
A regional OBIS node for Canada was set up in 1997 during the Census of Marine Life 10-year
international project and has remained active ever since. The node, hosted by Fisheries and Oceans
Canada, is located at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
The data repository for OBIS Canada is a GBIF Integrated Publishing Toolkit (IPT) that is hosted by the
OBIS project office in Belgium http://ipt.iobis.org/).
Datasets uploaded to the OBIS Canada IPT and published to OBIS come from many different sources.
Resources may be created by the original investigator or the current custodian of the data or by data
management teams involved with data recovery and literature search projects. All datasets reference
source contributions.
In order to publish species occurrence information through OBIS, standardized datasets must be
created. It is recommended that species or higher level taxonomic names be mapped to the World
Register of Marine Species (WoRMS, http://www.marinespecies.org/ ) and the location where the taxa
were collected or observed must be associated with latitude and longitude coordinates. Georeferencing
procedures, although not compulsory, should be described in the dataset metadata.
The OBIS Canada data management team works closely with data providers to ensure that the
preparation of data conforms to the OBIS data schema (Darwin Core) and that relevant metadata and
documentation required to interpret the data and determine fitness for use is compiled.
Making data accessible through OBIS is a multi-step process. Once a source of data is identified a series
of steps commences involving data and metadata preparation, data transfer, quality control checks,
review of content, and once published maintenance procedures and regular updates must be
implemented to facilitate incremental updates as new records are added by the contributor.
The existence, continuation and growth of OBIS Canada is only possible through contributions from a
wide-range of data providers and volunteers from all over Canada. For more information on OBIS
Canada CLICK HERE. For information on how to contribute data please contact OBISCanada@dfompo.gc.ca or OBISCanada2017@gmail.com.
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Why a cookbook?
A cookbook can be defined as follows - an easy to understand and easy to follow set of practical
information without too much technical jargon.
Data rescue activities are often complex and difficult tasks. There is a definite need for a set of
directions. These should be suitable for use by both new data providers and ‘seasoned’ data
management teams.
This is the first version of the OBIS Canada cookbook. We hope to revise the content on a regular basis
with feedback from the community. It is expected that the case scenarios and the list of FAQ will grow as
more and varied content is processed.
In 2015, the Atlantic Coastal Zone Information Steering Committee (ACZISC) applied for, and secured
funding from Environment Canada's Atlantic Ecosystem Initiatives (AEI) to fund a project called Atlantic
Canada's Biological Data for Ecosystem Planning and Decision-making: Opening Access and Increasing
Reuse. For information on the ACZISC AEI project see http://coinatlantic.ca/index.php/atlantic-marinebiological-data-partnership.
NOTE: In 2017 ACZISC name changed to Coastal and Ocean Information Network Atlantic (COINAtlantic).
For more information see http://coinatlantic.ca/index.php/about-us
The AEI data partnership selected two types of datasets to be mobilized:



specimen records associated with two museum collections; and,
rescued datasets obtained as part of two library search projects.

In addition, existing and potential sources of datasets identified as part of a literature search were
inventoried and folders were created to house the individual datasets and associated information. The
first step was to obtain access to the data or in the case of the library search project to the original
publications or reports. The next step was to populate a master spreadsheet and keep track of the data
processing and to identify ‘to do’ issues and activities. A basic set of guidelines for publishing to OBIS
Canada was included in the 2015-2016 project annual report to the funding agency (COINAtlantic 2016,
unpublished document). It soon became apparent that a more detailed set of instructions was required.

Vocab
In 2015, the ACZISC-AEI data rescue project identified the need to expand the list to include not just
datasets in the processing queue and/or published to the IPT data repository but not yet harvested by
OBIS but also datasets that had been identified to be of potential interest. Datasets that had been
identified but for some reason were restricted and not available for processing could be included in this
inventory and appropriately flagged. Datasets being processed by other organizations could also be
flagged.
As part of this new inventory design it became necessary to track data processing status for individual
datasets. A vocabulary describing data processing status required development and a list of terms for
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various processing steps was compiled (see Table 1 ). These 12 processing steps will be used as the basis
of our data rescue cookbook and the sections to follow.
Table 1. Terms associated with a dataset’s status as it progresses through the many steps associated with data mobilization.

Step

Status – Data processing stage description

1

Identified - Source of potential data

2

Inventoried – Added to the queue; prioritized; status tracked

3

Digitized - Data/information in digital format

4

Described – Obtain the facts & Know the data

5

Archived - Processed data records reviewed and grouped into folders

6

Standardized - Reformatted to DwC using standard vocabularies and QC checks run

7

Discoverable – Metadata

8

Accessible – Private/Public IPT

9

Shared - Harvested by iOBIS

10

Promoted – Links to datasets provided to data provider for inclusion on project pages

11

Managed – Data management plan in place related to:

12

Completed - Wrap up. Lessons learned, & recommendations. Thank the participants.

Hopefully this cookbook, which is based upon our experience and lessons learned during the AEI project,
will facilitate future data rescue projects. The creation of this cookbook was partially funded by the AEI
project. NOTE: During the AEI data rescue project team members used PC and text, EXCEL, Word,
ACCESS, PowerPoint, Drop Box. Guidelines could be adapted by other users.
Additional reading:
 Classroom.oceanteacher.org/course/view.php?id=241
 www.iobis.org/manual
 Taxonomic Standards: www.eurobis.org/standards
 www.eurobis.org/how_to_contribute
 dataRescue: codata
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Introduction
For the purposes of this document, we define Data Rescue as the digitization of data and information
that prior to the project were not available and accessible for reuse.
Data published through OBIS nodes are publicly accessible. Data publishing in the OBIS context is
defined as the upload of any relevant datasets to a node’s data repository.
A central tool to the tasks of data rescue and publishing is the Integrated Publishing Toolkit (IPT) .
Content uploaded to an IPT can be accessed by the general public and harvested by aggregators and
integrators such as OBIS.
To be relevant to OBIS, the Ocean Biogeographic Information System, a dataset must include marine
occurrence records containing a scientific name and a location. It is recommended that these records
be standardized following OBIS guidelines.
This cookbook documents steps followed by the AEI project team between initial search for relevant
data and final promotion of online sites/portals where data can be accessed and highlighting
contributions to the regional and global picture of species distributions.
OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe:

This recipe will be redisplayed at the beginning of each section in the cookbook and the method
(numbered 1-10 above) associated with recipe(s) that follow will be highlighted.
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Project organization and project setup
Objective: Identify the project team and general methodology.
It is well worth the effort at the beginning of a project to take time and thoroughly document the
project as part of the start-up phase. In the following we will make a recommendation for a template
that can be used. Whatever method is chosen, the objective should be to address the following:














Describe the project plan. Include objectives and scope. Compile keywords
Identify project web presence - will there be a project home page?
o Hosted where?
o Possible to promote project and data management
o Highlight partnerships and acknowledge contributors
Identify ‘data rescue’ team.
o Clarify who will lead the project and who will do the work.
o Volunteer efforts - investigate local possibilities (see also DigiVol/iDigBIO)
o Set up procedure to recognize volunteer and in-kind contributions
o Set up training (compile resources, links, Slideshare, OceanTeacher, Figshare)
o Setup method of communication within the team.
o Set up file sharing methods (DropBox, FTP). (Plans for when Dropbox is full…)
o Adopt method to organize folders (initial pdf, digitizing templates, digitized file, maps and
figures, correspondence, processed file(s), IPT schema versions, zipped files (long term
storage)
o identify where to backup/archive content
Compile and maintain a list of frequently asked questions (FAQ).
Create template data request letters
Develop a plan to keep data holders in the loop at various processing stages.
Determine data ‘landscape’.
o Compile list of data owners and data custodians
o Describe current data format
o Determine data flow - Who is sharing data with whom and what is already accessible?
o Who holds the master copy of the data?
Review existing guidelines and be prepared to provide feedback and suggest revisions
o ‘Student: ‘I find it useful to ask myself questions whenever I’m working on something to
make sure that I am staying on track. So whenever there’s a checklist/list of questions
already made up I find that helpful.
Document issues and compile a list of recommendations for specific data types including case
examples.
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Data Rescue project description template
Adopt a document template to be populated and updated as the project progresses. The aim should be
to compile information to include in a final report on the data recovery project. The template below is
based upon Elsevier data rescue challenge submission template and contest entry form
(www.elsevier.com/idra2016).
Various sections have been revised and updated to include references to OBIS requirements
A. General Project Information
o Project starting date
o Name, institution and email address of project contact
o Name of Project
o Project URL, if applicable
o Relevant papers related to the Project, with links, if possible
o
o
o
B. Status
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Project team members (and email addresses)
Institutions of Project team members
Details of any other Project partners
Did the project receive funding?
Agency or funding organization which funded the project (including funding numbers)
Completed or ongoing?
Long-term maintenance and support identified?

C. Description
1. Goal of the project (examples: solve issue; fill gap; make data accessible for reuse)
2. Size and scope of user community
3. Size and topic of the dataset
4. What type of metadata was added to the dataset?
5. What standards were used if any
i. Metadata
1. Was an EML metadata document created as part of uploading content to an
IPT?
2. List any other formats (example FGDC, ISO)
ii. Darwin Core (DwC)
iii. Scientific names – were QC tests performed to compare scientific names against the
World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS) or the Integrated Taxonomic
Information System (ITIS)?
iv. Geographic place names
1. Were place names compared with geographic gazetteers? If yes, insert
name(s) of gazetteer(s)
2. reference Georeferencing protocols
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v. Measurement vocabularies – Examples below
1. species traits;
2. oceanographic data types
vi. Other – Examples below
1. sampling devices
2. standardized cruise numbers
1) http://www.bio.gc.ca/info/publications-en.php
2) DFO/MEDS mission descriptors
3) Natural Resources Canada Expedition Database ‘Ed’
http://ed.gdr.nrcan.gc.ca/index_e.php
3. Standardized institute/organization names (European Directory of Marine
Organizations - EDMO, http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_edmo/welcome.asp )
6. Data annotation process (Example used software to extract content or manual typing)
Example: The data annotation process involved manually converting analog tabular data to
digital spreadsheet. This information was then reviewed, cleaned, standardized and QC’d.
7. Description of the data annotation process
i. Identify data of relevance to data rescue project
ii. Determine if data is currently digitized and accessible.
iii. Contact the source (or consult local/thematic experts)
iv. Identify the rights holder and the license to be associated with the dataset
v. Compile metadata associated with the dataset
vi. Digitize the source data records
vii. Clean, reformat, standardize and QC the data records
viii. Create DwC dataset
ix. Upload to IPT, make public (accessible for harvest by OBIS and GBIF)
x. Summarize project, identify successes, describe issues and lessons learned, make
recommendations.
8. Example of data before the rescue process
-- insert images (perhaps of logbooks, reports, data sheets)
9. Example of data after the rescue process
-- insert images (perhaps of DwC file, IPT, iOBIS resource, geoserver product)
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D. Motivation
1. A description of ways in which the data could be or is used after being made available
electronically
-insert paragraph general to any OBIS dataset
-insert paragraph specific to this project
2. Data repository or website used to make the data available to the wider user community
3. Please explain why you chose to rescue this data set, in particular. Examples:
i. To solve an issue
ii. To fill a gap
iii. Potential use or need for this type of data
iv. Align with goals/mandate
4. Description of how data was/is being used in the original format
5. Plans to extend the project including long-term sustainability
6. Possible extensions to other fields, datasets, etc.
i. OBIS has new measurement or facts and event extension.
E. Other
1. Other supporting information (recommend maximum 500 words)
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Recipe Step #1 – Identify source(s) of data
Ingredients





Data rescue project plan
Sources of information (Internet, libraries and data custodians)
Research/Primary Investigators
Regional and thematic experts

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define data of interest to OBIS
Compile list of keywords
Identify potential sources of data relevant to the data rescue project
Determine if identified datasets are currently accessible and not in need of rescue
Determine if restrictions are associated with datasets
Determine if a dataset should be aggregated with other datasets or published separately
Determine if publication provides overview or summary of numerous datasets and contains list
of references to source data.
8. Flag identified datasets if they are missing information required by OBIS
Data will be considered as ‘identified’ once reference and associated information compiled.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1) Define data of interest - What data is of interest to OBIS?
What type of data is of interest to the data rescue project? This should be clarified and data of interest
defined.
OBIS datasets (resources) contain “biological” + “geographical” information (species occurrences). Data
records must include a scientific name and a geographic location.




Scientific names do not need to refer to a species but rather can be a name or a group of names
from any level or rank in the classification hierarchy between kingdom and species/infraspecies.
OBIS may include records where the scientific name assigned is simply ‘Biota’. These records are
likely associated with a grouping of taxa, such as species of plankton that may span more than one
kingdom.
Geographic locations must be associated with latitude and longitude coordinates expressed in units
of decimal degrees. These location positions may be provided in the original dataset or assigned
through georeferencing.

The second part of the defining ‘data of interest’ should include criteria related to the scope of the
project – are all species occurrences of interest or are these specific extents? For example the ACZISC
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data rescue project identified the geographic scope as the Atlantic region of Canada with focus on two
specific locations: the Bay of Fundy and the Bras d’or Lakes. The main objective was to process marine
taxa but coastal datasets may have contained species occurrences from other environments. There was
no temporal restriction – historical datasets and current monitoring surveys were identified and added
to the inventory. Although there were no taxonomic restrictions (bacteria to whales) during year one of
the project there was preference given to identification of eelgrass datasets from the area.
2) Compile list of keywords
During the organization stage, the scope of the project was defined and keywords were compiled. It is
likely that during any specific project that datasets outside the scope of the project will be discovered.
Decide early in the game how to handle these datasets – perhaps developing contacts outside your
immediate community will result in unexpected collaborations.
Initial keywords will likely be related to the geographic and taxonomic scope of the project. Additional
keywords associated with ’OBIS’ type data may include taxonomy, biological classification, and
occurrence or specimens.
CLARIFY: are these keywords to be used to identify datasets of interest to the project OR are they
keywords associated with an identified dataset?
3) Identify potential sources of data relevant to the project
The project plan may be to work closely with data custodians or to perform literature searches or
metadata mining. Data may exist in many forms: on paper data sheets, in electronic data files or
databases, in printed reports and grey literature, in published articles, and in online repositories.
Datasets may range from very detailed to highly summarized and generalized. The identification of one
dataset will likely lead to the identification of others.
Sources of data may originate from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Original data collector, primary investigator or data custodian
Data partnerships
Contacts
Internet searches
Library and journal catalogues
University thesis repositories
Metadata Inventories. Two examples below:
a. Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) metadata inventory: http://mest-emor.ent.dfompo.ca:8080/geonetwork/srv/eng/main.home (Internal DFO site)
b. Polar Data Catalogue metadata inventory (PDC): https://www.polardata.ca/

4) Does the dataset need to be rescued?
Once a dataset has been identified the following questions must be asked:


Has the data already been published or about to be published on an IPT somewhere?
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QUESTION: is there a way to search IPT metadata> if yes then perhaps possible to publish
metadata before data…issue will be when there is a lag between OBIS harvesting and content
being added to the IPT; and what about metadata on GBIF IPTs? (add ‘marine…’ phrase?
Are the species occurrences already in OBIS? GBIF?
Is the data archived in another database? Or part of a museum collection?
Is the dataset in a processing queue somewhere?
Is there a thematic or regional contact for this type of data?

5) Are there restrictions associated with the dataset?
 Do we have the right to publish this data? Who is the rights holder? What are the rights/license?
Are there copyright issues? See http://www.canadensys.net/about/norms.
 Does the data custodian’s group have a data policy? Are they willing to complete a selfassessment regarding their knowledge of their data policy and open data? See the ACZISC data
accessibility self assessment tool:http://coinatlantic.ca/index.php/coinatlantic/dataaccessibility-benchmark-tool.
6) Should the dataset be aggregated or published separately?
One option is to combine a number of datasets and create one large resource. One reason to keep
datasets separate is if there is an apparent need to cite the datasets separately and/or the metadata
associated with the individual datasets differs sufficiently that the end user would benefit from creation
of separate resource. (see appendix)
7) Does the dataset include OBIS required information?
Review data and determine if content suitable to OBIS. Questions to ask are as follows:






Does the dataset contain scientific names?
o Yes
o No - Can common names be mapped to scientific names?
Does the dataset contain latitude and longitude coordinates associated with specimens or
observations?
o Yes
o No
 Is it possible to georeference the records?
 Can locations be mapped to a latitude/longitude coordinates?
 Are locality place names contained in a recognized gazetteer? (such as
CGNDB, USGS, MarineRegions, is there a polar list?)
Does the dataset contain original source detailed information or does the dataset contain
summarized or generalized information? (Is it possible to access the source data?)
o yes
o No - include information regarding summarization in the metadata.

8) Is it possible to contact the source data holder?
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o
o
o

Who holds the rights to the dataset and are they willing to share?
Do you/they have the right to publish this dataset or are there any copyright or data license
issues?
Do they have a digital copy of the dataset?

9) If the dataset is associated with a publication or report is this copy available as a pdf?
Accessible online? Identify copyright issues.
10) Does this dataset fit an existing type of data submitted to OBIS and can an existing cookbook example
be followed or should new case examples be created?
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publically accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Recipe #2 – Create an inventory to house references to identified datasets and
tract processing status.
Ingredients





EXCEL or ACCESS
identified datasets (references and associated information)
Adopted vocabulary to be associated with data rescue processing status
Storage location for datasets and information

Method
1. Identify software to be used – EXCEL, ACCESS or …
2. Compile references associated with identified datasets and store in a new worksheet or append
to an existing inventory
3. Review content and standardize inventory content when possible. Allow for free text comments
as rarely will information gathered by various team members be consistent. Be adaptable.
4. Develop vocabularies. Standardizing list of values in the fields will help when reviewing content
5. Design/revise inventory table design (see below).
Product: annotated inventory of dataset references
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘inventoried’ once reference and associated information has been
entered into a database designed to organizes sources and tract processing status

Inventory spreadsheet
Review and if necessary revise inventory table design – Keep in mind that it may be useful to be able to
query the inventory using a number of different criteria - # datasets from specific journal; # datasets
associated with an OBIS identifier; # datasets identified by a specific person; location of folder where
raw data files are stored; etc
The following contains a number of suggested fields that could be included in a tracking table:



Dataset reference (citation for source dataset, publication article or report)
Assign identifiers
o Data rescue project identifier
o Database identifiers - If the dataset is part of an aggregated database then create column
identifying database search criteria.
 Example cruise numbers or project names or collection codes.
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Example the DFO BioChem archive contains records associated with specific cruises,
projects, or collectors. To extract content from this database queries would include
Select * where ‘xxxxx’. it is this query criteria that should be recorded in this field this will facilitate re-extraction if necessary.
o IPT identifier
o OBIS resourceID
Source type
o Indicate type or source of data (journal, report, thesis, tables, database, expert, museum
collection, expert, traditional knowledge –TEK, local knowledge -LEK, photos, etc.) Develop
vocabulary suitable for your project.
Relevance comment
o Include references to datasets initially identified as potential sources but then determined
to be of little value to OBIS (this may reduce duplication of effort should these datasets be
‘rediscovered’ in another data rescue project). Could assign priority of ‘0’ but it would be
useful to add a comment as to why not relevant or of low interest.
Dataset Group or parent dataset name
o Is this dataset part of a group of datasets? (do you wish to create a separate OBIS resource
for this dataset or combine a number of datasets into a larger aggregated resource with
individual datasets contributing towards expanding the geographic, temporal or taxonomic
extents).
o Is there a project that should be described in the EML metadata?
Project name(s)
Comment fields
o Indicate if the dataset is part of a larger dataset or included in another database.
o Is the dataset shared with other organizations? Who holds the master copy?
o Add column to indicate if the dataset is considered ‘complete’ or if ongoing and regular
refresh of content will be required.
Bibliography fields
o References to publications and associated documentation (sampling and analysis methods,
project description, etc.)
Online - Add URL field
o Link to a digital copy of the source material, i.e., perhaps a URL to an online pdf or pointer to
folder contained scanned documents. Indicate if a digital copy is not available and scanning
is required.
External Links
o Add URL links to online content
o Add links to existing metadata for the dataset and parent project(s)
Contact Info
o Add contact info associated with the data holder and role(s)
o Add column to identify data manager associated with the data processing
Data format - Add column to describe current data format (paper, EXCEL, dbase)
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Extents - organize datasets and facilitate prioritizing processing to fill known gaps
o Add column to indicate general geographic area
o Add column with nominal position – this is optional but could be used initially to plot
distribution of datasets identified for processing.
o Add column to indicate temporal scope
o Add column to indicate general taxonomic scope
Dataset abstract (optional)
Processing priority - (assign 0 if the dataset is not relevant to the project and/or of low interest to
OBIS)(develop code list internally …project specific)
More comments - Add column(s) to identify issues or hold general comments
Archive folder name
Status - Add columns to tract processing status. see appendix
o Default processing status – ‘inventoried’
Notifications - Add column to identify if the data provider/data custodian has been notified that
their dataset is accessible on the IPT and on the OBIS portal. (In some cases the data custodian may
be a journal and they may be able to associate their publication with a data repository such as the
IPT)

Review your project and add/remove fields to suit your needs.
Design inventory table so that it can be combined with additional tables containing information
gathered at a later processing point.
Keep in mind that the inventory table will include identified datasets that you do not plan to process - so
don’t add too many fields that will not get populated – the objective is to store a reference and others
can see the processing status. The rest is gravy. (but don’t duplicate effort later when working on
metadata)
Extra tables:





Master files compiled by students
Processor status table
o Processing in progress;
o processing in queue;
o IPT private;
o IPT public; OBIS(OBISid); Registered with GBIF
Volunteer tables
o Basic info (name, email, start date, …)
o Identifier, datasetID
o Dataset folder, tasks
o Status – in progress, done, waiting…
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Create queries






Find datasets to digitize
Find datasets to process/status --> NEXT - what needs to be done
List datasets associated with AEI project (who)
List datasets associated with journal (type)
statistics
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Recipe #3. Digitize data and information identified during a literature search
project.
Ingredients





EXCEL
identified dataset
Adopted vocabulary to be associated with data rescue processing status
Storage location for datasets and information

Method
1. Identify software to be used – EXCEL, ACCESS or …
2. Obtain access to the source material (complete document, tables, spreadsheets, graphs, text)
3. Digitize the data
a. If source material is digital (data not just a report) then this task is completed.
b. If source material is not digitized:
i. If the source is a publication, obtain a pdf copy
ii. Use whatever means possible to create digital version of the dataset (EXCEL,
text, or ASCII). OCR or manually type information from the pdf into new data
file.
4. Review and correct digitized content.
5. Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘digitized’
Product: Digitized data records.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘digitized’ once data associated with the identified dataset is
accessible in electronic format. These data files will contain content suitable to be processed and
standardized.

The simplest method to digitize data is to first obtain a digital copy of the ‘information’. This may be a
scanned table or a PDF copy of a report or publication or a graph.
If the publication is not currently accessible online then determine who might be able to provide access
to a scanned pdf or if it could be submitted to an online repository such as BHL?
This recipe uses EXCEL to compile information. The procedure recommends the initial creation of
multiple worksheets:
Readme
Use this worksheet to hold source reference information and other notes.
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Instructions
Use this worksheet to hold lists of steps followed during the digitization process.
Example: digitize tables I, II and IV. Enter genus and Specific epithet names in separate columns and
allow EXCEL to autofill (this may save some typing). Insert new column to concatenate these two
columns; insert and copy formula, shade column in grey to remind you not to directly enter content into
this column; etc.
Original worksheet (Data table(s))
OCR or copy/paste: If the digital copy of the publication, report or data table is of good quality (high
resolution) then OCR techniques may be worth exploring.
HINT: If formatting appears to be lost when content copied consider pasting into a text file and then
opening in EXCEL.

Manual retyping of content: If OCR is not feasible then manual typing of content is a good option. There
are many sources of volunteers that can assist with this step (see section on crowdsourcing). Note Digitization can be tedious and content should be reviewed.
It is recommended that content from a report or publication be manually entered into a worksheet in a
format that closely resembles the original. This will facilitate data verification.
It is recommended to insert a ‘row number’ column in this worksheet. Auto fill this column with
sequential numbers. This column may be used at a later point to resort content back to original order.
If multiple tables are being digitized then recommend the addition of two columns – one to hold the
table number and the second to hold the table caption.
When entering scientific names it is recommended to enter genus and specific epithet names in two
separate columns. This will allow EXCEL to assist and names may be auto filled – just remember to keep
an eye on what gets chosen!
Insert a new column next to genus, species and authorship and enter a formula to combine names. Copy
and paste down the column. Recommend shading this column in grey so that you don’t accidently type
content in this column.
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Example scientific name in column J created by combining genus, species and authorship terms in
columns G-I using the following formula: TRIM(G2&” “&H2&” “&I2).
Ensure that all rows have a valid name – populate rows where source table may have used a ditto. Do
not use abbreviations – write genus names out in full.
Does the original table include symbols and or other annotations? Example any * next to scientific
names? If yes, indicate what the asterisk refers to.
Reports may include separate tables to hold associated information and measurements (date, depth,
location, temperature, sediment type, size measurements, etc). The recommendation above was to
enter content in the same format as in the source document so if this info is part of the occurrence table
then add content to the ‘original’ worksheet. If the info is in a separate table then create a new
worksheet and rename to Original-table#. As recommended above - add two new columns to these new
worksheets – table# and table caption.
How to share associated measurements
If table columns include measurements (temperature, salinity, size measurements, etc) then add
definition of the measurement type, method, units etc to the readme worksheet. Label the columns in
the data worksheet accordingly. Do not include units in the data worksheet cells – these should be
included in the data type definition.
How to enter latitude and longitude coordinates
If Latitude and Longitude include degree, minute and second symbols then these may be entered in a
column that will later be treated as ‘verbatim coordinates’.
When processing the data records and preparing them for OBIS we will have to calculate coordinates in
decimal degrees. We can make this procedure easier if at this point we adopt one of two methods re
data entry:
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A. Standardize the format – make sure all have same number of digits (insert leading zeroes example 42o 17’ 05”N).
B. Insert degrees, minutes and seconds in three separate columns
Decimal degrees can then be calculated using formulas. This step may be included as part of the
digitization stage or left for future processing.
DecimalDegrees =1*( [degrees] + ([minutes]/60) + ([seconds]/3600))
Decimal Degrees = LEFT(A2,2)+(MID(A2,5,2)/60) + (MID(A2,9,2)/3600)

row
2

Column A
Verbatim Latitude
42o 17’ 05”N

Column B
DeclLat1
42.28472222

C
D
E
F
deg min sec DeclLat2
42
17
5
42.28472

Remember to keep an eye on the number of decimal places in the decimal degrees…not all are
significant. Revise formula to include truncating. See formula below. For the number of decimal places
see DwC.coordinate precision.
DecimalDegrees=F2=TEXT(C2+(D2/60)+(E2/3600),"#.#####")
NOTE: if using EXCEL and you use the ‘format’ function this simply changes the number of decimal
places displayed in the worksheet – the underlying number of digits remains unchanged. If you need to
permanently restrict the number of decimal places you must use a formula.
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Extracting content from graphs
Perhaps the report or publication does not include tables but rather displays the data on graphs. Free
software can be downloaded and points pulled from the graphs. Most software packages use the same
methods – an example of one is provided in the appendix.

Figure 1. Presence of species along a sampling transect. The x axis is the distance along the transect and the y axis is the
height above high tide. The codes on the graph reference species names

Review extracted data and compare visually to the printed graphs. Record in the readme worksheet the
method used to obtain the data points and include references to any issues encountered.

Review digitized content
Sort all columns one by one and check for typos. Visually check to see if ‘all looks ok’. Is similar data in
each column or was content shifted for a few rows? Is there inconsistent spelling of various
terms/names? Use the row number column to resort the spreadsheet content back to original order.
Update master inventory list
 Update the master spreadsheet status field for this dataset to – ‘digitized’.
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publically accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Recipe #4 – Describe a dataset – Obtain the facts & get to ‘know’ the data
Ingredients




identified dataset
data files; compiled information; source material (online or paper format)
Contacts

Method
1. Identify software to be used – EXCEL, ACCESS, Word, or …
2. Obtain access to the source material (complete document, tables, spreadsheets, graphs, text)
3. Create a template that can be used to gather information from Primary Investigators or from
published information. (see Appendix)
4. Create a readme document or worksheet to be associated with this dataset
5. Compile, organize and standardize notes – get to know the data
6. Consult contacts to obtain missing information
7. Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘described’
8. Optional –publish EML metadata at this time if the dataset is stuck in the processing queue.
Product: Described dataset. CLARIFY WHERE TO STORE INFO
Information may be stored in whatever format works for a specific project. Initially we stored notes in
the EXCEL file under readme but as the project grew it became apparent that a database would facilitate
standardization of entries . Example we need to create a table to hold institution names and identifiers.
Also contact information for data providers; standard area descriptions, associated parties, etc. Also
would facilitate using common format for references.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘described’ once information associated with the identified
dataset is compiled and stored in electronic format. This information will be used to populate the EML
metadata associated with the standardized dataset uploaded to the IPT.
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Obtain the facts & get to ‘know’ the data.












1

Compile and review all documentation and information associated with the source dataset
Review required info for EML metadata
Develop a list of questions to help compile relevant information required to thoroughly describe a
dataset.
Flag questions relevant to dataset – thematic and regional. Identify missing information
Contact the source primary investigator(s) or data custodian (if possible)
o Determine if the investigator or custodian can assume processing/publishing roles. Do they
wish to be listed as a resource contact?
o Is this the master version of the dataset or has content previously been shared with other
groups?
o Is this dataset part of a larger project? is the project completed or ongoing? Review the
dataset and decide if it should be submitted to OBIS as a single resource or combine with
other datasets to create a larger aggregated resource with individual datasets expanding the
coverage
o Is this dataset or parent project described in any metadata catalogues or on a project page?
Consult local and/or thematic experts
o Are they familiar with the dataset>
o inquire if any additional information available.
Contact regional node data manager
o discuss creating a new IPT resource or appending content to an existing resource
o discuss data license to be associated with the resource
o obtain IPT resource identifier1
o discuss title for the resource
 Generally, a good title may include parameters measured, geographic location,
source name, sensor name, project, temporal coverage in years, or data center
name.
 the title should describe the taxonomic, geographic and temporal coverage.
 the title should be general if the resource is to be expanded in the future with the
addition of other datasets expanding temporal, geographic or taxonomic extent
 If individual datasets form the resource then decide if a common prefix will facilitate
future grouping of the resources.
Compile list of ‘stock’ phrases to add to various EML metadata sections
o Citation  ‘authors. (YYYY). Title. Version x In OBIS Canada Digital Collections. Bedford
Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, NS, Canada. Published by OBIS,
Digital http://www.iobis.org/. Accessed on –INSERT DATE’
o External Link|resourceHomepage  http://iobis.org/mapper/?dataset=OBISidentifier
o Additional information  ‘marine, harvested by iOBIS’

Identifiers with prefix ‘TEST’ should not be harvested by OBIS or GBIF as these should be flagged as ‘private’
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o



sampling:QC
 ‘Scientific names associated with resource occurrence records have been mapped to
recognized standards - marine taxa have been mapped to the World Register of
Marine Species (WoRMS). The WoRMS codes, the AphiaIDs have been included as
LSIDs in the occurrence record DwC field scientificNameID.’
 ‘Latitude and longitude coordinates were plotted and locations confirmed to be
within the sampling area.’
 ‘Station locations were georeferenced using OBIS Canada guidelines. Assigned
latitude and longitude coordinates were plotted and locations confirmed to be
within the sampling area.’
o Compile information on data providers/authors (institution names and locations and postal
codes; email address; data custodian; rights)
o Revise and standardize compiled information to add to the Sampling:Step section of the IPT
EML metadata. Examples are listed below.
 Each record refers to one individual fish and additional information on the individual
fish is stored in the dynamic properties field (Tlength(cm); Rweight(g); Dweight(g);
gnd_weight; gsi; lvr_weight(g); hsi; k; best_age; best_age_conf)
 Abundance information is included in this dataset and the numbers per cubic metre
are recorded in the DwC field individualcount. The dynamicProperties field in the
DwC record contains information on the standardized samplesize (Numbers per
cubic metre), classification (WoRMS or ITIS).
 view of the thesis dataset was created by OBIS Canada and queries were run to
extract Darwin Core (DwC) records in the required IPT format.
 Plankton data collected as part of the thesis project was reported in Appendix N of
the MSc thesis. The tabular data was reformatted, standardized and Darwin Core
(DwC) records were created by the OBIS Canada data management team.
 The original data records are archived in the Fisheries and Oceans national BioChem
database (series identifier='Canadian Arctic ThruFlow Study'). See external links to
access the BioChem website for more information on the database and instructions
on how to extract the source data
 In 2014 this resource was removed from the OBIS Canada DiGIR server and copied
to the OBIS Canada IPT
o Phrases related to data rescue project  Step description
This resource was created by Acadia University in collaboration with the OBIS Canada data
management team and the Atlantic Coastal Zone Information Steering Committee (ACZISC) as part
of the Atlantic Ecosystem Initiative (AEI) funded project “Atlantic Canada’s Biological Data for
Ecosystem Planning and Decision-making” (2016-2017). Acknowledgements: Thanks to Acadia
University, Dr. Anna Redden, Dr. Glenys Gibson and Amy Prescott for assisting with the ACZISC-AEI
project.
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Compose dataset description
o Organize compiled information into human readable format creating a descriptive abstract
that will help readers determine if the dataset is fit for reuse for their specific purposes.
Include the following:
 Indicate if resource does not contain a datafile and only metadata available
 Is the dataset a detailed occurrence dataset or a checklist? Is it eventCore? Are
measurement files and/or multimedia extensions included?
 Description of the general sampling area and/or reference specific sampling sites
 Reference IPT extensions included in the resource (Event; Multimedia;
Measurements)
 What is the basis of the occurrence record? (human observation, specimens,
machine observations).
 Has the dataset or information based on the dataset been extracted based upon a
published document? If yes include reference.
 Have the occurrence records been generalized or summarized?
 Are the occurrence records simple presence or detailed observations such as
Species X at location A on specific date, at specific depth with sampling protocol
described.
 Is it possible to describe general taxonomic, geographic and temporal extents?
 Occurrence status – include present and absent? Quantitative counts or biomass?
 Are there multiple records for individual organisms? Example tagging datasets
 Indicate any measurements included.
 If the original dataset contains many more fields than what is being mapped to DwC
fields then indicate that this is a subset of the source dataset and provide contact
information to access the larger dataset.
 Is it possible to describe the level of specimen identification and/or who was
responsible for the identification? Example, perhaps specimens identified by
recognized taxonomist or by students as part of university field course
 Who is responsible for making the resource accessible? From the original
investigators or current data custodians or was the resource created as part of a
data rescue project?
o

Include a few stock phrases such as:
 … Species distribution information associated with a study of epibenthic
invertebrates (Tremblay et al. 2005) were digitized, standardized and republished by
Cape Breton University (CBU) as part of the Atlantic Coastal Zone Information
Steering Committee (ACZISC) Atlantic Ecosystem Initiative (AEI) funded project
“Atlantic Canada’s Biological Data for Ecosystem Planning and Decision-making” and
OBIS Canada. …

o

Adopt an ontology to organize content. Example: Descriptions of area>reference original
study and objectives> describe who created the resource>indicate if quantitative abundance
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or counts per sample or presence only)>describe sampling protocol and reference sampling
dates.
o Review dataset descriptions and revise adopted ontology as required.
Compile basic phrases for thematic datasets and list in an appendix.
Create ontology for basic information/format of the description. Example Describe location>
describe Data> presence or abundance (include absences)> describe measurements (in dataset or
elsewhere) >reference source data.
Compile examples of dataset descriptions for future reference. See below.
Update status to ‘described’
Optional – If it appears that there will be a delay before dataset can be uploaded to the IPT then
consider publishing metadata only. A note can be added that the data is in the processing queue.

The Bras d'Or “Lakes” are actually a complex estuary occupying the central part of Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. Measuring 1,200 kilometres
2
in surface area and 13 kilometres 3 in volume, it consists of four basins, running in a northeast-southwest direction, separated by a series of
low mountains, and connected by narrow channels, including two that open to the NE Atlantic ocean.
Species distribution information associated with a study of epibenthic invertebrates (Tremblay et al. 2005) were digitized, standardized and
republished by Cape Breton University (CBU) as part of the Atlantic Coastal Zone Information Steering Committee (ACZISC) Atlantic Ecosystem
Initiative (AEI) funded project “Atlantic Canada’s Biological Data for Ecosystem Planning and Decision-making” and OBIS Canada.
This resource contains species presence information associated with two collections: 1) QuadratSamples - epibenthic quadrat sampling during
SCUBA transects collected at various locations in the Bras d'Or lakes in September-October 2003; 2) DiveTransects - diving observations
recorded at various locations in the Bras d'Or lakes in September-October 2002 and 2003.

Despite being one of the most productive coastal ecosystems in Canada, and an important nursery ground for numerous commercially valuable
species, very little is known about connectivity patterns in the Strait of Georgia. The primary objective of this project is to quantify the
community composition and distribution of larval fish and larval decapods (e.g. crabs) in the Strait. Using a combination of field work and a 3D
coupled physical-biological model, the research explores whether (i) larvae are distributed randomly within the Strait, or whether (ii) there exist
clear “hotspots” for larval production and/or predictable transport corridors. Determining these dispersal patterns is an important step in
developing future conservation strategies, and in the effective design and placement of envisioned marine protected areas. Comparing
contemporary field data collected in YYYY with historical data collected by DFO in the 1960s and 1980s, allows examining whether there have
been any shifts in the species composition of these communities. This dataset was collected for a MSc thesis.

Acadia University, located in Wolfville, Nova Scotia is a source of biodiversity studies located in and around the Bay of Fundy. This resource was
created as part of a data rescue project and contains species occurrence information described in a 4 part NRC summer job corps final report.
This resource is part of a larger project investigating the ecology of the Bay of Fundy. The first section in the report studied the macrophytic
algae found along five transects in the vicinity of Black Rock, on the Minas Channel. The zonation and percent biomass of the species were
recorded. The second section of the report is a continuation of a saltmarsh insect survey which started in 1977. Samples helped determine
distribution data and determined the number of Cicadellidae (hoppers) and Delphacidae (planthoppers) in the Wolfville saltmarsh area. The
final two sections describe studies of invertebrate populations found on the intertidal mudflats in the southern bight of the Minas Basin and
Scot's Bay. These studies were the first to examine biodiversity of the tidal flats in their respective areas. This version of the resource contains
the species distribution information associated with the algal study. For more information on the individual surveys see the source report,
Gratto, 1978.
Counts or presence? Data rescue project… Species distribution information…

Figure 2. Example 3. xxxxxxxxx
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Datasets will be considered safe and secure once archived in a stable, maintained archive.
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Recipe #5 – Archive data and information associated with datasets
Objective: Identify a location to store content that is safe, secure, stable, long-term, maintained
Procedure:
1. Review files
 Review digitized copy of the dataset and compare with the original - confirm that all data has been
digitized correctly and all relevant information included in the data file. Add notes to the readme
worksheet to indicate if additional information not digitized at this time.
 It is not necessary to save every copy of the data files created during processing steps but it is
important to save versions of dataset uploaded to the IPT and made public.
 Revise filenames if necessary - Recommend using the IPT identifier as part of the file name
2. Create folders to group and organize content associated with the resource
 Devise a naming scheme for folders. One recommendation is to collaborate with the local node
manager and choose identifiers suitable for IPT resources and use these as folder names.
 Create subfolders:
o About: store any readme documents or background notes associated with this dataset
o Data: store a copy of the source document, EXCEL files with digitized data records and
associated information and versions of DwC data files
o Correspondence: save copies of correspondence related to this dataset.
o Processing/Query script: If data records were extracted from a database it is recommended
that a subfolder be created to hold versions of the query script. Include readme documents
describing processing procedure.
3. Identify a stable file storage location and create folders for individual resources. (consider
compressing/zipping contents)
4. Transfer content of resources to the long term storage location. (consider zipping contents)
5. Append copies of new versions of data.
6. Determine if storage space is an issue and if archived files should be zipped.
7. Confirm that data files are backed up on a regular basis.
8. Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘archived’.

For COINAtlantic archive see filezilla and FTP site and ‘AEI OBIS Canada archive instructions.doc’
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Recipe #6 – Create standardized QC’d dataset containing DwC records
Ingredients:







EXCEL file with list of DwC terms (accessible from shared Dropbox folder)
EXCEL file with dataset digitized data
Descriptive information
Standards and vocabularies
Protocols and QC tests
Contact with OBIS data management team

Procedure








Append list of DwC terms to dataset EXCEL file
Compare copy with the latest version of DwC terms online: http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms.
Update if required.
Map dataset content to DwC terms
Consult with OBIS data management team
Address issues
Document mapping
Identify new terms added to vocabularies; synonyms added to registers; areas added to
gazetteers or enhanced definitions; etc

Products






Cleaned, reformatted and standardized content
Quality controlled taxon, location and measurement information
Default values specific to the dataset/project associated with each record in the dataset
Updated instructions worksheet describing steps followed during processing stage
Updated readme worksheet containing associated information and notes.

Detailed processing tasks


Identify fields, standards and vocabularies relevant to the thematic type of data being rescued. For
species occurrence datasets the important fields are scientific name and location.
 The Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS, (http://www.iobis.org) and the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF, http://www.gbif.org/) have adopted the use of Darwin
Core (DwC, http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms) terms in their schema.
 For marine taxa the recommended standard is the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS,
http://www.marinespecies.org/). NOTE: WoRMS, as part of an EMODnet Biology project, is
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developing a vocabulary associated with species traits
(http://www.marinespecies.org/traits/wiki/Traits:Marine_species_traits).
 For Canadian place names the recognized standard is the Canadian Geographical Names
Data Base (CGNDB, http://www4.rncan.gc.ca/search-place-names/search?lang=en). The
Marine Regions Gazetteer (MRG, http://www.marineregions.org/) is also recognized as a
valuable resource for marine place names and areas.
 For CGNDB the geodetic datum is : http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/4617/ As you will see
from the website above ESPG 4617 is code for NAD83 (CSRS). Note NAD83 (CSRS) is not the
same as NAD83.
 For measurement data types and names of sampling gear, OBIS recommends the use of existing
vocabularies promoted by the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) and the International
Oceanographic Information and Data Exchange Program (IODE) oceanographic community. See
http://www.bodc.ac.uk/products/web_services/vocab.
Review digitized content. Assign relevant DwC labels and reformat content as required.
Clean, standardize and run taxon name quality control (QC) procedures. Populate relevant DwC
taxon terms.
Following the OBIS Canada georeferencing protocol (INSERT LINK) describe georeferencing
procedure, standardize place names and populate relevant DwC location terms.
Review dataset description, notes and digitized content. Add associated information to enhance
quality of the data records.
Assign default DwC values relevant to the dataset and the data rescue project.
Review and add associated measurements.
Contribute to FAQ and record lessons learned in project report

The following set of directions assumes that data is being entered into numerous spreadsheets. In the
ACZISC project EXCEL files were used to hold the digitized data and additional worksheets are added as
part of the processing steps. The table below briefly describes a number of recommended worksheets in
addition to the original source data worksheet.
This data processing step will most likely require frequent consultation with the project data
management team. During the initial project set up, methods of correspondence between project team
members (data digitizers, data processers, project leaders, experts/advisors and OBIS data management
team) should have been established.
The objective of Step 6 is to reformat the source data records and create a new data file containing DwC
terms using standardized formats and controlled vocabularies. If it is apparent that associated
information, measurements or facts are available but not included in the source data file then this
should be noted in a readme worksheet for later inclusion in the dataset metadata (data collected but
not included in this resource - see original report). It is recommended that a number of quality control
(QC) checks be performed on the data (these will be described in the coming section).
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Many documents related to data management exist – see OBIS node manual and OBIS training wiki on
github:





OBIS (2016). The OBIS manual. Accessible online at http://www.iobis.org/manual/
OBIS (2012). The OBIS node manual, Version 0.1, released on 11 June 2012, (contributed by
Vandepitte L, Kennedy M, Danis B, Hernandez F and the OBIS Managers Committee), 50 pp,
accessible online at
http://www.iode.org/index.php?option=com_oe&task=viewDocumentRecord&docID=9174
https://github.com/iobis/training/wiki/Darwin%20Core.

In this cookbook we attempt to address many issues not covered in these online sources.
The processing procedure adopted to compile all data and output the final processed and reformatted
dataset will depend upon the skill level of the data processor. One could use EXCEL, ACCESS, R scripts,
etc. to process the data files. How the data records are processed is not critical – the end result will be
the same. For examples see: Appendix-Scripting.
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Description of content and list of processing activities
Information related to the dataset that may be useful when creating
the metadata document describing the dataset, containing contact
Info/Readme
info, references, sample collection and analysis methods, etc.
Notes compiled during data digitization and data processing.
Instructions
List of DwC terms and dataset mapping
DwC
The original copy of the data as created during the digitizing stage
Original
Reviewed and revised data worksheet(s)
(confirm content checked during digitization step)
--Copy data worksheets to a new worksheet and rename (Edited)
--clean any obvious typing/transcription errors
--reformat fields and reorganize
--relabel columns using DwC terms if possible
--Review content and get to know the data, identify issues
Occurrences-Edited --Set up communication with the data management team
Reviewed list of taxon names containing cleaned and standardized
content
-- Identify column as the key to link to other worksheets
-- review and ‘clean’ the taxon names. Replace any abbreviations.
Parse out non scientific name terms - add new columns for
VernacularName, IdentificationQualifer, TaxonRemarks, Lifestage,
Taxon names
Sex, size, etc.
Standardized scientific names. Run content from the taxon names
worksheet through WoRMS taxon match procedure. Select download
option to include classification (Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, etc.),
ScientificNameID (LSID), ScientificName and
WoRMS_Matched
ScientificnameAuthorship.
Populate if list of scientificNames run thru the Lifewatch TaxonMatch
LifeWatch_#
tool.
Reviewed, revised and standardized location place names
-- Identify column as the key to link to other worksheets
-- populate georeferencing fields with who, when, sources, remarks
Location –
-- match verbatim locality name with entry in gazetteer and record
Place names
Locality, LocationID and LocationAccordingTo.
Reviewed and revised sampling/event information
-- Identify column as the key to link to other worksheets
-- standardize content and fill in missing information (perhaps tables
Event containing site information was not included in digitized dataset –
SamplingSites
may require reviewing original content)
reviewed associated measurements
-- Identify column as the key to link to other worksheets
Measurements
-- Follow case examples for specific data types or thematic groups
Worksheet names
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Processing - step by step

List of basic instructions - see appendix for detailed step by step directions

2.2
2.3

Review metadata. Obtain IPT resource identifier, resource title resource creator information, etc
Open EXCEL file containing data. Re-label the worksheet to ‘Original data’
create new worksheet ‘DwC’ to hold list of DwC terms ((http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms) (copy list
from appendix and insert into worksheet)
review list of terms and identify terms that can be populated with default values for this dataset
Review ‘Original data’ worksheet ‘and map content to terms in the DwC worksheet. Indicate if
term present in the ‘Original data’ worksheet
For each DwC term indicate if ‘Original data‘ values require formatting or if string manipulation
required
Review content in ‘Original data’ not mapped to DwC terms

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.5

create a new worksheet ‘Taxon names’ containing list of taxon names (must be first worksheet
in the EXCEL file)
Review and clean names
QC list of names using WoRMS taxon match tool
Resolve issues associated with names that do not initially match entries in a recognized register
Download matched names file and append content to a new worksheet ‘WoRMS_Matched’
Update the DwC worksheet and identify terms to be mapped to the WoRMS_Matched content

0.1
1.1
1.2
2.1

4.1

Organize geographic information
Update the DwC worksheet and identify terms to be mapped to Location content

5.1

Review measurements/facts
Verify all content has been mapped

6.1

Review default values

add a new column to the dataset for catalogNumber - autofill with sequential numbers (or
create an intelligent number by combining other fields); each row must have a unique value
add a new column to the dataset for EventID. (allows grouping of records associated with
2B
sampling event)
option to organize data by 'events' as opposed to simple occurrence records where each row is
2C
fully populated with DwC terms
create separate worksheet to hold sampling event info (location, fieldNumber, date, depth,
2C.1 gear/samplingProtocol, etc)
create separate worksheet to hold occurrence observations. Make sure that this worksheet
2C.2 contains fields to link back to the event worksheet! (eventID, datasetID, etc)
2A

3A
3B

copy location info (place names) and create a new worksheet called 'Locations'
decide if need to keep all entries or just a list of unique/distinct place names
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3C

3D

3E

review names and revise if necessary
- example replace '&' with 'and'
-determine if a few place names should be moved to verbatimLocality field; the Locality field
should have place names that can be found in a gazetteer
-decide if you wish to swap waterbody and locality entries ( to me water body is the bigger
area…such as Gulf of St Lawrence and not a small pond. I would treat the latter as the locality…
identify gazetter to use for group of place names (Canadian place names or marine
placenames?)
http://www4.rncan.gc.ca/search-place-names/search?lang=en
http://marineregions.org/gazetteer.php?p=search
manually search Canadian Geonames database and obtain the Location identifiers
add new columns and populate LocationID and LocationAccordingTo fields
LocationID Gazetteer:identifier (Example MRGID:8897; CGNDB:CAPHM)
NRcan offer machine readable links in 4 formats (JSON, CSV, KML and GML); and an additinnal
stripped down human/machine readable HTML
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.json
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.csv
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.kml
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.gml
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.html
the same syntax can be applied to any identifier

Many names have multiple entries in the Canadian Geonames database. Usually these can easily
be resolved as they are associated with different ‘feature Types’
Please take a look at entries for ‘Wild Cove Pond’ in Newfoundland -- you will need to open each
entry and choose the one associated with your pond
lots of entries for First Pond!!! (once you identify your pond maybe you could suggest a
'location' to go with this place that could/should be added to the gazetteer
remove apostrophe from place names -- Example Tucker's Pond --> There are two entries for
Tuckers pond but these definitions also provide a location so might be easier

4A

review DwC location terms (http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/) related to georeferencing and
populate
GeoreferencedBy: who did the georeferencing? Decide if you really need to add person's name
or simply enter project name or enter a combination -->DFO survey (P. sargent)
GeoreferencedDate: was georeferencing done as part of the survey or when dataset prepared
for OBIS
GeoreferenceProtocol: did you use GPS or a chart or ????
GeoreferenceSources: see definition http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#georeferenceSources
What about coordinate precision? Coordinate uncertainity? Geodeticdatum? Can any of these
be assigned default values for this dataset?
NOTE: if you sampled a transect or area it is possible to enter a polygon - don’t just need to add
one point for the sampling site. see FootprintWKT field
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5
6
7
8

Check date and time information
Check depth information

9

review 'data' and 'measurements': species counts
can use the individualCount field… this used to be used for # specimens in a museum jar
now recommend using a number of other fields so that 'abundance' can be entered, This
requires populating the following fields:
OrganismQuantity - enter your count (no units tho!)
OrganismQuantityType - enter 'individuals
sampleSizeValue
sampleSizeUnit -- are your counts quantitative? If not perhaps enter 'per sample' in this field and
'1' under sample size value.
samplingEffort -- need to revise this field so that it is apparent to others what it means. When
you enter hours then need to indicate hours of what?

10

review 'data' and 'measurements': temperature, salinity, sediment type, etc
create new worksheet with list of measurement types. Define!
more info to come soon

reformat fields in the FirstAttempt worksheet - see yellow and grey shading
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Recipe #7 - Discoverable – Metadata
Ingredients


Described dataset

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review readme document or worksheet to be associated with this dataset
Populate EML metadata.
Review metadata and seek feedback from source, experts and data rescue project leaders
Publish EML metadata.
Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘discoverable’

Product: Discoverable dataset.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘discoverable’ once EML metadata associated with the
standardized dataset is uploaded to the IPT.

Review and follow the recommendations in the OBIS manual – insert link to populate the IPT EML
metadata document. As basis for content use information compiled earlier.
Recommendation: Create a spreadsheet with list of questions and default phrases for groups of
datasets. Check off list to ensure that all were followed.
Recommend appointing a metadata review team to check content. Team of experts for specific types.
What is required to understand this type of data? is it included? Are there a few guidelines that can be
referenced?
Consider creating an EML template if numerous resources associated with a project and will contain
common information in many metadata sections/boxes.
 create first metadata document; publish; download; use this file as ‘template’ when creating the
next resource - remember to check all fields especially alternate metadata field as it may contain
reference to the first resource
 Create TEST resource and populate metadata boxes with text indicating what should be entered
and also includes standard phrases and data management team contact info. (see appendix)
Metadata information checklist



Title
Abstract
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Name of person to contact if any questions about the dataset. Does the data provider wish to be
contacted or do they want the OBIS node data management team to be contacted first?
Original data collector:
o Original role; position and associated organization.
o Current role, position and associated organization.
Current data custodian.
Who provided the info for the metadata? (did it come from the source publication?)
Review and standardize content associated with the resource creator and ensure that the
organization name is assigned correctly as this will be used by OBIS as the ‘data provider’.
Contact information for the organization publishing the resource (OBIS node).
Is the resource part of a larger project that has multiple resources associated with it? if yes then
obtain info to populate the EML ‘project page. Determine if a project identifier has been
assigned previously for other resources.
o Q. Should all project pages be identical for any given project identifier?
Determine the extents for the resource data records. (geographic, temporal and taxonomic)
o Determine if multiple place names, temporal periods or taxonomic groupings should be
described.
 sampling focused on specific defined areas within the larger geographic box.
 Perhaps samples collected during summers only for a two year period or
resource includes multiple surveys run at different time periods.
 Perhaps taxa in one group identified down to genus only while taxa in another
group identified down to species and stages and sexed and measured.
Review the list of keywords. Have standard OBIS keywords been included? Are there keywords
that should be assigned specific to this dataset?
Include reference to the source publication under citations.
Include DOI if available.
Review content describing the study area and the sampling methods.
Describe use of standards and QC tests.
Describe georeferencing procedure
Indicate if entry values converted - example source dataset recorded depth in fathoms.
Describe if data records extracted from a parent database. Include criteria used.
In the steps section indicate that the data was digitized as part of a data rescue project and
recognize contributions from various groups.
Include phrase ‘marine, harvested by iOBIS’ in the EML associated information box.
Include link to OBIS resource page.
Under the External resources include links to WoRMS; marineregions; and other gazetteers.
Compare content in metadata document with content associated with other resources.
Request feedback from ‘experts’. Has all information required to properly interpret the dataset
been provided?
Provide feedback re improvements to the cookbook instructions.
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FAQ
If I have a dataset that was created years and years ago and I know the name of the ‘creator’ do I enter their contact info with
the address and name of the organization that they were associated with at the time that the data was collected or do I enter
their current contact details?
There are many examples. Three are:
-Resource based on student thesis and specific university. This student now works far away in another institution/country.
-Resource collected as part of an organization that no longer exists – the name of the organization has been changed, not to
mention the primary investigator’s position.
-Resource collected as part of an organization the primary investigator now works elsewhere – include their current contact
info?
This leads to the question – should position identify job role (student, biologist, manager) or role related to the data
(collector/custodian/distributor/…)
Perhaps of the above is discussed in the revised OBIS guidelines. (http://www.iobis.org/manual/darwincore/)
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Keywords, vocabularies and thesaurus
For the IPT resource it is possible to use keywords from many sources. These sources and selected
keywords should be identified as in the EML metadata. By default the IPT resource is tagged with a few
GBIF keywords depending upon the resource type (occurrence, checklist, metadata, other) and subtype
(observation, specimen, etc).
For OBIS datasets it is advised to include the following keywords: observation or specimen (or other
relevant GBIF type and subtype keywords); marine, brackish, freshwater, and terrestrial (Traits
distribution descriptors http://www.marinespecies.org/traits/wiki/Traits:Environment).
In the future it may be recommended to include additional species trait keywords but for now these
terms will most likely be included in the title or dataset description both of which may be searched and
therefore not necessary to assign as keywords. Likewise, taxonomic groups may be described and taxa
of interest listed in a separate section of the EML metadata.




Links for various Thesaurus/Vocabulary are as follows:
 GBIF thesaurus for dataset type - http://rs.gbif.org/vocabulary/gbif/dataset_type.xml
 GBIF thesaurus for dataset subtype - http://rs.gbif.org/vocabulary/gbif/dataset_subtype.xml
 GCMD science keywords - http://gcmd.nasa.gov/learn/keyword_list.html
 AFSA thesaurus - http://www4.fao.org/asfa/asfa.htm
 PDC keywords library - https://www.polardata.ca/pdcinput/public/keywordslibrary.ccin
 Marine Species Traits Vocabulary http://www.marinespecies.org/traits/wiki/Traits:Marine_species_traits
 ISO topics  biota, oceans

Compile list of relevant keywords associated with specific thesaurus.
Thesaurus
GCMD
AFSA
MarineSpeciesTraits

NA
PDC
jMetawriter

Vocabulary terms
Biological classification
Taxonomy, biodiversity
Marine, brackish, freshwater, terrestrial
Distribution descriptors such as benthic, pelagic, etc
OBIS
ISO topics  biota, oceans

Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘discoverable’
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Step 8 - Accessible – Private/Public IPT
Ingredients






Identified data repository (IPT)
Contacts: IPT administrator
Datasets (Csv text files; UTF-8 characters):
o Occurrence data files
o Measurement data files (optional)
o Multimedia data files (optional)
Information required to populate metadata

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify team member with IPT login credentials
Contact IPT administrator. Obtain resource identifier and obtain access to resource
Upload data files to IPT resource. Verify number of records uploaded
Map fields to DwC terms
In collaboration with OBIS node data management team populate/review EML metadata
a. Ensure that phrases required by OBIS are included
b. Ensure that phrases required by data rescue project are included
Review resource: Consult with data rescue team and data provider
Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘private’
Once review/embargo period has been lifted publish the resource
Determine if dataset should be registered with GBIF
Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘accessible’
a. If IPT resource is harvested by tool such as the CGG then update status to include
‘discoverable’
b. If IPT resource is refreshed then follow directions below. Update status to include
version#

Product: Standardized datasets accessible.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘accessible’ once standardized dataset is uploaded to and
published on identified IPT.
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5-Metadata





OBIS requires that the phrase ‘marine, harvested by iOBIS’ is included under Additional
metadata
Review any previously entered metadata posted to the IPT at any earlier stages of processing.
If possible, obtain feedback from the source data provider and/or local experts.
Consider adding additional names as resource managers for this dataset. This may require
administrative assistance to create a new user for the IPT. Determine if these rights to revise
content should be removed once the dataset is approved or left in place for future revisions and
control of the resource.

7-Determine if the data provider wishes to control access and flag this resource as private.



The data provider may decide that they do not wish to publically share the dataset but they do
have the ability to share access to the IPT resource by assigning access to IPT registered users.
Discuss with the data provider if an embargo period can be defined.

8- Once the resource is approved for release then reset the IPT resource flag to ‘public’ and press
‘publish’.
9- Once the resource is public forward an information package on the IPT resource to the data provider.
This package should include the following:




The URL pointing to their dataset on the IPT. (http://iobis.org/mapper/?dataset=#### )
Information about OBIS and the IPT which the data provider can add to their web sites.
need to create a template letter and package…add as an appendix

10-Update the master spreadsheet status field as follows:



If resource is under an embargo and flagged as private  ‘accessible but private’.
If resource has been published and is public  ‘accessible’.

12-Refreshing content – new versions




Review version number included in the resource citation - this version will indicate major
changes in the data records and not simple edits to the metadata wording. Example a new OBIS
Canada version may be released after routine annual refresh. Rarely will this correspond with
the DwC version…
NOTE: Revisions to the datafile or the metadata will only be visible to the public if ‘publish’ is
pressed again. This will generate a new version of the DwC package. It is now possible to add a
note indicating any changes made to the version.
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Data records will be ready for reuse once standardized data accessible to the public on IPT
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Step 9 - Shared - Harvested by iOBIS
Ingredients



DwC package published on IPT
Contacts: OBIS project office data management team

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IPT resources harvested by OBIS project office
Content reviewed by project office
Review of harvest report
Content added to iOBIS database and made accessible on OBIS portal
If resource contains marine taxa
a. Update EML metadata to include reference to OBIS identifier
6. Register IPT resource with GBIF (optional)
7. Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘shared’
Product: Standardized datasets uploaded to IPT harvested by OBIS and QC’d marine records appended
to iOBIS database and accessible through the OBIS portal..
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘shared’ once IPT resource accessible through OBIS or GBIF.

Private resources are accessible only to identified data managers registered with the IPT. Once a
resource has been published on the IPT it is accessible to the general public.
Sharing content with GBIF





IPT resources ‘registered with GBIF - A resource that has been registered with the GBIF network
is discoverable through the GBIF website and the data from the resource can be indexed by and
accessed from the GBIF portal. Be aware it can take up to one hour for data to be indexed by
GBIF following registration. A summary of information registered with GBIF will appear in the
right-hand column when registration is complete.
For more info on registration see the IPT manual.
https://github.com/gbif/ipt/wiki/IPT2ManualNotes.wiki#published-versions
Register with GBIF if the dataset contains non marine taxa or if requested by data provider.

Sharing content with OBIS



IPT Resources will be harvested by OBIS on a regular schedule. (approx. every 4 months)
Requirement is that the resource contain the following phrase in the EML metadata – ‘marine,
harvested by iOBIS’. Confirm that this phrase is included under the associated metadata section.
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Confirm that issues identified as part of the OBIS harvesting have been addressed.








OBIS harvesting occurs on a regular schedule. Once harvested a number of QC checks are
performed on the datasets before content is appended to the OBIS database. This process takes
approximately one month. Any identified issues will be shared with the OBIS node and these
should be passed along to the various data providers.
The regional OBIS node data management team will contact the data provider and discuss any
identified issues and determine what processing is required in order to resolve issues.
Simple revisions may result in refreshed content being included in the ongoing harvest.
More complicated revisions may require more time and miss the cut-off for an ongoing harvest.
The new revised version of the resource should be uploaded to the IPT as soon as possible
replacing the existing publicly available version and ready for the next harvest by OBIS.
NOTE a revised IPT resource must be republished – this will generate a new IPT version number
but may not affect the OBIS node assigned version included in the resource citation.

Contact the data provider after successful harvest




Once the IPT resource has been harvested by OBIS and incorporated into its database and is
accessible from the OBIS portal, the source provider should be contacted and provided with a
URL pointing to their resource on the iOBIS portal.
As in the previous step, it is recommended that the RON data management team provide the
data provider with a ‘package’ containing information about OBIS and the IPT which the data
provider can add to their web sites. (develop Package – compile information to share)

 Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘shared’.
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Compile info to share with data providers

Text to reference the data repository (IPT) and data accessibility (IPT and OBIS
portal)
'Species distribution records (scientific name, location and date of observations) have been deposited in
the OBIS Canada data repository (ipt.iobis.org/obiscanada). Marine species observation and supporting
measurements from this dataset have been integrated into the Ocean Biogeographic Information
System (OBIS,www.iobis.org) database where they contribute to global coverage. Content is publicly
accessible from both the regional data repository and the OBIS portal.’
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content

Rescued datasets will be considered as shared once harvested by OBIS and new version of the dataset is
accessible from the OBIS portal.

Step 10 - Promoted – Link datasets to data provider project pages
Ingredients






Identified data repository (IPT)
Contacts: IPT administrator
Datasets (Csv text files; UTF-8 characters):
o Occurrence data files
o Measurement data files (optional)
o Multimedia data files (optional)
Information required to populate metadata

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify team member with IPT login credentials
Contact IPT administrator. Obtain resource identifier and obtain access to resource
Upload data files to IPT resource. Verify number of records uploaded
Map fields to DwC terms
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5. In collaboration with OBIS node data management team populate/review EML metadata
6. Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘IPT’
Product: Digitized data records.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘digitized’ once data associated with the identified dataset is
accessible in electronic format. These data files will contain content suitable to be processed and
standardized.

As described earlier a package should be provided to the data provider. The RON team should
collaborate with these groups and highlight the value of adding OBIS related info to their web sites.
Collaborate with data providers and discuss adding content highlighting the fact that they data is
accessible elsewhere and contributes to global initiatives.



Very basic content could be simple addition of hyperlink to IPT and OBIS portal
Detailed content could include not just the hyperlinks but also information on OBIS, regional
nodes and perhaps the data rescue project.

Collaborate with journals etc. to indicate that content in a report has been digitized.



NSIS journal
DFO reports (Catno 167240)

Add notes to library catalogues and include content in journal instructions to editors.
If you look at the following link http://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/waves-vagues/searchrecherche/display-afficher/109694 you will see that at the end there is a note referencing online data…
Species distribution records contained in this report along with associated metadata may be accessed
online through The Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS, http://iobis.org/home)
Re text to be added to the note field – would you prefer the addition of one generalized text string
similar to what you wrote below (‘Data from this report is publicly accessible from DFO archives. See
http://geoportail-geoportal.gc.ca/ for access information. Enter SEARCH criteria of ‘[insert dataset
identifier]’. OR is it possible to change this depending on the report?
For my purposes adding a line similar to Species distribution records contained in this report along with
associated metadata may be accessed online through The Ocean Biogeographic Information System
(OBIS, http://iobis.org/home) would be better but if you wish to only point to the geoportal then I will
have to investigate how to enter my link there!



Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘promoted’
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content
a. Best practices re data management
b. Project wrapup

Rescued datasets will be considered as shared once harvested by OBIS and new version of the dataset is
accessible from the OBIS portal.
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Recipe #10A - Managed – Data management plan in place related to: review
and refresh content when required
Ingredients






Identified data repository (IPT)
Contacts: IPT administrator
Datasets (Csv text files; UTF-8 characters):
o Occurrence data files
o Measurement data files (optional)
o Multimedia data files (optional)
Information required to populate metadata

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify team member with IPT login credentials
Contact IPT administrator. Obtain resource identifier and obtain access to resource
Upload data files to IPT resource. Verify number of records uploaded
Map fields to DwC terms
In collaboration with OBIS node data management team populate/review EML metadata
Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘IPT’

Product: Digitized data records.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘digitized’ once data associated with the identified dataset is
accessible in electronic format. These data files will contain content suitable to be processed and
standardized.
Set up procedures related to maintenance and regular refreshing. Add content to the master
spreadsheet re frequency of update and track version numbers.
a. regular review and revision of metadata content
b. procedure in place to update if content is associated with an ongoing project
Address issues



Is there a danger that data will be uploaded to the IPT and then abandoned?
Is there a danger that another group will attempt to process the same dataset?

Respond to feedback and Harvest/QC reports
 Timely response
 Refresh data content and/or enhance metadata
Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘managed’
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OBIS Canada Biogeographic Data Rescue Recipe (December 2016)
Ingredients





Source dataset
Standards and vocabularies
Associated information
Regional/thematic expertise

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Identify source of potential data
Create an inventory of datasets
Digitize content
Compile information and describe the dataset
Ensure that source and processed datasets and associated information is stored safely
Process original datasets and create standardized content
Create metadata to make the datasets discoverable
Upload the described dataset to an IPT server where it can be publicly accessed
Share content with global partners and make content accessible from OBIS portal
Promote methods to share data and highlight regional content
a. Best practices re data management
b. Project wrap up

Rescued datasets will be considered as shared once harvested by OBIS and new version of the dataset is
accessible from the OBIS portal.
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Step 10B - Completed - Lessons learned, recommendations, thanks
Ingredients






Identified data repository (IPT)
Contacts: IPT administrator
Datasets (Csv text files; UTF-8 characters):
o Occurrence data files
o Measurement data files (optional)
o Multimedia data files (optional)
Information required to populate metadata

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identify team member with IPT login credentials
Contact IPT administrator. Obtain resource identifier and obtain access to resource
Upload data files to IPT resource. Verify number of records uploaded
Map fields to DwC terms
In collaboration with OBIS node data management team populate/review EML metadata
Compile recommendations for next time!
Update dataset tracking status in the inventory to ‘IPT’

Product: Digitized data records.
Identified dataset will be considered as ‘digitized’ once data associated with the identified dataset is
accessible in electronic format. These data files will contain content suitable to be processed and
standardized.

Include in the final report an appendix listing contributions to various external initiatives such as species
registers, geographical gazetteers, species traits and other controlled vocabularies. Example see
Appendix 12.1
Example: need refresh of IHO area - incorrect definition for Gulf of St. Lawrence.
WoRMS matching issues --> resolve names … add table to master dbase to hold weird names and
provide revised name and comments/recommendations/status. Include dataset first observed in…this
may reduce repetitive effort at resolving names.
Check if Publication is in WoRMS literature. (would WoRMS want to know if distribution info from a
paper is in OBIS? Perhaps link between OBIS literature table and WoRMS literature table)
Backup and long term archive, zip files, remove content from dropbox
Share information. Check library catalogues and add notes, etc.
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Side dishes - Activities that can complement basic recipes
Recipe #3A. How to share source material during digitization process
Ingredients


identified dataset accessible in paper format only

Method
1. Determine who has access to paper copy of the source material (complete document)
2. Scan entire document (research purposes)- restrict sharing to data rescue team
3. Review content and determine rights holder / data custodian and initiate contact
a. Determine if they have a copy of the source material.
b. Identify protocol to follow re making scanned copy of report accessible online
c. Clarify timeline before content made accessible and set up procedure to follow up
d. Maintain relationship with the rights holder organization.
4. If PDF not accessible then Scan subset of content if digitizing completed by data rescue
volunteers.
Product: data and information to be digitized accessible in electronic format

What is the issue?
Many older thesis, older journal articles, and grey literature reports may not be accessible online. A few
organizations may have plans to gradually make older content accessible but this is rarely a priority –
perhaps if the community requests that specific articles be posted maybe these can be prioritized
and/or jump to a higher position in the queue.
Why is it important to have source content accessible?



Including a reference to source material in a resource bibliography is of little use if these materials
cannot be accessed.
The use of crowdsourcing to assist in data digitization requires that copies of source material be
shared with volunteers. If the source material is not accessible online then it must be scanned in
house and ‘copies’ created.
o According to copyright rules it is possible to scan parts of a document. Therefore it is
possible to scan selected tables and share with digitizers.
o Creating a complete copy for research purposes – checking metadata – should also be
acceptable but this should be confirmed.
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Issues related to copyright need to be respected – it is not our intent to post copies of these reports on
our web sites but rather identify who holds the rights and to collaborate with these organizations and
assist their efforts to upload content. (Determine if the rights holders have access to printed copies of
older reports – if not perhaps the local project could offer to forward a scanned copy).
The objective is to make the source material openly accessible online – this make take time but is worth
the effort.
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Recipe #3B. Promote use of GBIF and OBIS IPT as data repository for source
material associated with published articles.
OBJECTIVE: promote open data and recognition of OBIS IPT as a recognized data repository








Compile list of journals associated with literature search identified articles.
Review individual journal instructions to authors
Consult with local data management groups
o Determine if contact with journal editors exists
o Suggest possible rewording of instructions (see below)
o Consider publishing an article in the journal on data management and data flow…
Compile list of journals that are onside.
PRODUCT: data associated with published article flowing directly to OBIS IPT

What is the issue?
New datasets: Many journals now provide instructions to editors related to deposition of associated
data. Promotion of OBIS or GBIF IPT as a recognized data repository would save a lot of work processing
datasets submitted elsewhere.
http://www.nrcresearchpress.com/page/cjfas/authors
Depositing Data Sets
For primary biodiversity data authors are strongly encouraged to place all species distribution records in a publicly
accessible database such as the national Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) nodes (www.gbif.org) or data
centres endorsed by GBIF, including BioFresh (www2.freshwaterbiodiversity.eu) for freshwater data and the Ocean
Biogeographic Information System (OBIS, http://www.iobis.org/) for marine biodiversity data, which also holds
supporting measurements taken alongside the species occurrence data.
Alternatively, Authors who are interested in depositing their underlying data in a repository are referred to Dryad
Digital Repository at http://datadryad.org/. "The Dryad Digital Repository is a curated resource that makes the data
underlying scientific and medical publications discoverable, freely reusable, and citable."
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Summary. Basic information for data holder who wishes to share
Ingredients






Basic knowledge of open data, OBIS/GBIF and data management best practices
Link to Canadensys ‘Norms’ page (http://www.canadensys.net/about/norms)
Link to DwC terms page (http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/)
EXCEL file with list of DwC terms (EXCEL DWC template)
Digitized dataset and associated information

Directions
1. Initiate contact with OBIS node manager and discuss resource submission
a. Contact OBIS Canada data management team (mary.kennedy@dfo-mpo.gc.ca)
b. Obtain dataset IPT identifier for the new resource
i. This identifier will be part of the IPT folder name associated with your resource
ii. Use this identifier to populate the DwC.datasetID field (step 10 below)
c. Discuss suitable title for this resource
d. Discuss associated data – similar datasets; measurements (tagging information, ctd, water
analysis, size measurements); other media (pictures, video)
2. Obtain OBIS Canada IPT (http://ipt.iobis.org/obiscanada/) login credentials
a. Contact OBIS Canada if you are a new user or if you have forgotten your password
b. Generally your username will be your full email address.
3. Determine who hold the rights to the dataset and choose appropriate data license
a. For DFO datasets the rights holder is the Queen and the DwC RightsHolder term should be
populated as follows: ‘Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada, as represented by the Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans’

b. Data license choices are: CC-0; CC-BY and CC-NC
"http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/legalcode",
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode

Enter….The path to the license. Example https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ This

allows whomever is reading the data to read the context of the license on the web page. When you
publish, it will be text but when data is retrieved/downloaded it will be an active URL (web address).
Most people read these in Excel and a program will interpret the path as a such.
OBIS usually defines the license at the dataset level, by selecting the appropriate license in IPT. If you wish to use the "rights" fields, enter
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/, this acts as a URI for the license. This is what the license says: You may satisfy the

conditions in (1) and (2) above in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means and context in which the Licensed
Material is used. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy some or all of the conditions by retaining a copyright notice, or
by providing a URL or hyperlink associated with the Licensed Material, if the copyright notice or webpage includes some or all
of the required information.
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4. Compile information associated with the data creator, data custodian and resource creator
a. The DwC list includes entries for who recorded the data; who identified the taxa; who
performed the georeferencing; etc. The EML metadata contains a bibliographic section so it
is possible to reference a publication.
b. The EML metadata includes boxes related to resource contact (assign OBIS Canada if you
don’t wish to answer basic questions); resource creator (this can be the original investigator
or the data custodian) and also the person who wrote the metadata. Multiple names can be
entered.
i. For major projects it is possible to enter corporate name should no one person wish
to be identified as the resource creator. Example enter ‘DFO’ as the last name
c. The organization associated with the primary resource creator entry is used by OBIS as the
‘data provider’ and is used in various statistics to show who is contributing data so choose
wisely and perhaps consult with the OBIS data management team. Also consider choosing
an organization from the EDMO list
(http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_edmo/browse_step.asp?step=00040). If your organization is
not included in this list then contact the OBIS Canada data management team. (This EDMO
site provides standardized spelling of an organization, provides lat and long related to
location, history of the group, etc)
d. It is possible to include ‘project’ related information in the metadata
e. There is a section where other interested parties may be included. For most datasets this
section will include information on OBIS Canada which for all resources uploaded to the IPT
will assume the role of resource ‘publisher’.
5. Review source dataset and associated information
6. Compile list of references associated with the dataset
a. If the dataset has been published then is the published article/report/document/thesis
accessible online?
b. References describing sampling, etc. may be included in the EML metadata document.
7. Review georeferencing procedure and describe/adopt protocol.
a. Data records must be georeferenced.
i. Does the source dataset include latitude and longitude – if yes then how were these
determined?
ii. Does the source dataset include location place name only – if yes, then describe
method/gazetteer used to assign nominal coordinates.
b. OBIS Canada is drafting a georeferencing set of guidelines
8. Populate IPT EML metadata document
a. During step 1 the OBIS Canada data manager would have created an identifier for a new
resource and at that time can identify who can edit content. In order to add/revise content
a registered user must login and then press the button ‘Manage resources’ and then select
resource to be reviewed.
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b. Click metadata EDIT button. Revise content on each page but remember to press SAVE at
the bottom of each page or newly edited content will be lost.
c. Follow basic suggestions in metadata recipe.
9. Review EXCEL DwC template and confirm contains latest version of the terms.
10. Map ‘data’ to the list of DwC terms, assign dataset default values and flag fields that require
reformatting and/or standardization
11. Map fields to recognized vocabularies
a. Scientific names
i. Extract list of distinct/unique taxon names and run list through the WoRMS taxon
match tool. http://www.marinespecies.org/aphia.php?p=match
b. Place names
 Review list of place names and standardize format/spelling
 extract extra info from chosen gazetteer to populate DwC location fields
(LocationID, LocationAccordingTo; Locality; etc)
 http://www4.rncan.gc.ca/search-place-names/search?lang=en
 http://marineregions.org/gazetteer.php?p=search
  Gazetteer:identifier (Example MRGID:8897; CGNDB:CAPHM)
  Marine Regions Gazetteer (MRG)’ or ‘Canadian Geographical


Names Data Base (CGNDB)
Marineregions globally unique identifier format: http://marineregions.org/mrgid/8897



NRCan NRcan offer machine readable links in 4 formats (JSON, CSV, KML and
GML); and an additional stripped down human/machine readable HTML



http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.json
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.csv
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.kml
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.gml
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CANGC.html



12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

the same syntax can be applied to any identifier

c. Measurements
i. Compile list of data types & Consult OBIS Canada data management team
Create DwC data file
Run QC tests on DwC data records
a. Count number of records in final DwC file and compare with source dataset
b. Determine temporal and geographic extents (start/end dates and min/max coordinates)
c. Extract list of distinct latitude and longitude coordinates and plot – visually confirm that all
fall within the defined sampling area
Upload DwC data file to the IPT
Review content
Publish and make content ‘public’.
Register resource with GBIF (optional)
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18. Include link to IPT resource on project page
http://ipt.iobis.org/obiscanada/manage/resource?r=IPT_IDENTIFIER
19. Obtain link to iOBIS resource on project page once content harvested
http://iobis.org/mapper/?dataset=OBISid
Products
 OBIS Canada
o Standardized content publically accessible as a DwC package from the IPT.
 iOBIS
o Content from the OBIS Canada IPT is harvested by OBIS every 3-4 months and quality
controlled marine content is appended to the global database.
o Content in this database may be extracted using ad hoc queries and/or through the use of
the OBIS geoserver. Search criteria may also be entered and standardized content accessed
through the iOBIS portal.


ACZISC
o As part of the ACZISC-AEI project, a dynamic Web Mapping Service (WMS) was developed
that accesses the OBIS Canada IPT and generates spatial layers from the Darwin Core
archives, daily harvests new datasets or versions in the OBIS Canada IPT, and then updates
the WMS service.
o Additionally, during that same process a public metadata “geocontent” record is created for
each OBIS Canada IPT dataset in the form of KML (Keyhole Markup Language), that is visible
to the Google Search engine, and then all of the OBIS Canada IPT geocontent, including all
WMS layers, are searchable through the COINAtlantic Search Utility (CSU).
o The CSU also allows for querying of all metadata associated with each OBIS Canada IPT
dataset, through the WMS service. An important note is that the OBIS Canada IPT WMS
service, as WMS is a supported standard by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), can be
used in any geospatial software. The magic behind the dynamic WMS service for the OBIS
Canada IPT is the powerful Open Source Web mapping engine MapServer, and the Open
Source relational database PostgreSQL/PostGIS.
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Appendix 1. Training
Compile a list of training requirements - Training requires a variety of modules.









Data rescue, data policies, data licenses and data repositories.
Background info on type of data being rescued and other initiatives.
o Species occurrence information
o OBIS and GBIF
o volunteers
Information on relevant standards and data repositories.
o Scientific names
o Locations
o vocabularies
Specific information relevant to individual project.
o Tutorials and hands on training
o Instructions re digitizing of specific datasets (templates?)
o Need to record how scientific names were assigned and/or mapped to standards
o Need to record how locations were georeferenced
o Need to record what information was rescued and what was not rescued
Promotion of project and access to rescued data.
o Promote awareness; decrease duplication of effort and/or replicate copies of a dataset.
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Appendix 2: Compile FAQ
Maintain a list of FAQ and add answers to the guidelines.
Depth entries for intertidal areas
Monday, 19 December 2016 (MK and KMcK)

Q. any suggestions on how i should populate the depth fields for a dataset where they were sampling
tidal pools? it was low low tide--> 'Sampling occurred in tidal pools during extreme low tides at locations
where the water depth during high tide was noted to be 48m.
should we populate the DwC terms for minimum and maximum depth with 0m and 48m respectively?
OR
should we populate the min/max with a nominal value such as 0.2?

Good question, and one that OBIS doesn't even attempt to answer as there are no discussions
about vertical datums. DwC covers the horizontal data well, but not the vertical. A simple fix
would be to add the term verticalDatum, but alas it's missing
From my NZ point of view, I generally put anything intertidal at a nominal 0m elevation.
Especially if there is no other information about the tidal regime. However, the NZ tidal
extremes is only about 3m! This is also because of my multibeam surveying background where
we use Lowest Astronomical Tide as a vertical datum. It also can get confusing because in NZ,
land surveys use Mean High Water Springs as a 0 datum If a tidal regime is known (e.g. an
intertidal beach transect) I will try and create a fieldNumber that incorporates tides e.g.
"Papamoa-MHWS" or "Papamoa-MSL". If a fieldNumber already exists, I put the tidal
information into the locality field e.g. "Papamoa Beach intertidal at LAT".
I think that as long as you're consistent across a dataset and metadata and other remarks fields
are well populated so that it's clear to a user what has been done.
Suggestion 1:







Populate the min/max depth with the values associated with the event time period.
If sampling was at low tide then enter 0m or 0.5
If sampling was over a tidal cycle then enter depth range.
Populate the verbatimDepth field.
Include information about the tidal range in the metadata.
Include new set of measurements related to ‘tides’ (need a vocabulary…)
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Appendix 3 – How to set up a literature search project for a data rescue
project
This recipe uses the ACZISC-AEI ‘making data accessible for reuse’ summer student project as an
example. The focus of this data rescue project was to identify species occurrence datasets that could be
submitted to OBIS.








Define scope and relevancy. Example:
o Biota within Atlantic region – no restrictions on taxa, geographic area or temporal scope
o Primary focus for students
 CBU – Bras d’Or lakes and Cape Breton in general (any taxa)
 PEI – seagrasses and marine algae in the Atlantic region
Compile list of keywords and search terms. Examples:
o distribution, abundance, biomass, common names, genus-species.
o macroalgae algal bloom, benthic, benthos, biomass, flora, marina algae, benthic
communities, seaweeds, seagrasses, macrophytes, (epifauna, fauna, tunicates ,crab).
o use boolean search operators like: AND, AND NOT, OR, “ “, NEAR.
Compile list of online sites, local libraries and private collections to search. Examples:
o publication archives such as NRCresearchpress, researchgate
o DFO WAVES catalog: http://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/waves-vagues/
o Dalhousie’s, STFX’s and UPEI library databases
o University dissertation archives
o Google scholar
Compile contact information and compose a data request letter.
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Appendix 4. Crowd source digitization process – assistance from volunteers
Objective: Reach out to the community for assistance.
Result: in addition to obtaining assistance with digitizing data, reaching out to the community will
heighten awareness of OBIS and local activities. It will also provide a means for others in the community
to participate in filling our gaps. One additional outcome is that it may help train others in basic data
management skills.
Interested in helping fill gaps in our knowledge of marine species in our region?
We are looking for volunteers to help digitize old datasets that will expand our current temporal,
geographic and taxonomic coverage. This ‘recovered’ data will be reformatted, standardized and shared
with the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS), a global source of information on marine taxa.
This month we wish to organize a team of volunteers who would be willing to manually type information
into EXCEL spreadsheets from tables in pdf documents. Optical character recognition (OCR) rarely works
well with older reports and it has been our experience that it is just as easy to retype the content.
Volunteers interested in helping digitize species occurrence data (scientific name and a geographic
location) will be emailed a PDF document and an EXCEL spreadsheet. Tables of interest in the document
will be identified and the task will be to simply digitize/type the content. This method means that you,
the volunteer, can work from home at your own pace. We expect that each volunteer will have a few
questions and a contact email for assistance will be provided.
Once the information has been digitized it will be sent to a group of data managers who will reformat
and standardize the content. This team will also run a few quality control checks on the data records are geographic points on land when they should be in the water? Is the taxon name a real valid marine
scientific name?
The next step will be to upload the dataset to a site on the internet (the OBIS Canada IPT) where it will
be accessible to the public and where it can be harvested by OBIS. On this site metadata will be
compiled that will assist end users with proper interpretation of the data. In addition a citation for the
dataset will be provided along with references to the source. Acknowledgments to our volunteers will
also be included - your participation will be recognized!
Support from our local community to help mobilize marine data will hopefully make our YYYY objective
to make species occurrence data discoverable and accessible a great success.
If you have skills such as data management or GIS experience please let us know – perhaps there are
other tasks that you can assist us with.
Thanks in advance for your support.
For more information on regional efforts to mobilize data CLICK HERE – insert link to data rescue project
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Appendix 5 – Design a template to gather metadata information
Objective: Compile a list of questions to ask data provider and/or extract from publication.



Is there a DOI associated with the dataset or document?
Is the source dataset or document accessible online?
a. Record URL
b. If not online
i. are there plans to make content digitally accessible? Examples:
ii. DFO Libraries plan to digitize all DFO/FRB publications.
iii. Various universities are scanning older thesis and making these accessible.
c. If not online, can contributions be submitted to BHL: http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org.




Where is the raw data? In a database or an archive; in a data report; on someone's PC?














Identify resource contacts, resource creator and metadata authors and clarify roles and addresses.
a. Record roles of resource creator at the time that the dataset was created as well as their
current contact information
b. Who is the rights holder?
c. Who was the original investigator(s)?
d. Who is the current data custodian?
Is the dataset associated with a group/organization that has a data policy? Is there an embargo
period during which data may not be publicly shared?
Is the rights holder familiar with data licenses and are they able to help choose (CC-BY, CC-0)
Is the current data custodian able to assist with processing and sharing of the dataset?
Is the current data custodian able to assist with authoring and/or reviewing metadata?
Is the dataset one of a group of datasets or part of a larger project?
Have specimens associated with this dataset been submitted to a museum collection?
Are there measurements associated with the sampling program accessible elsewhere?
Is the dataset part of a completed or ongoing study? Is there a need for regular updates?
Determine if the data format is standardized. Has quality control been done?
Has the dataset been described previously and is it included in a metadata inventory?
Has the dataset been shared previously and if yes, with whom? Who holds the master copy?
Are there publications and/or references that should be included in the metadata bibliography to
help interpret this dataset?
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Appendix 6. List of Acronyms
Acronym

Full name

URL

OBIS
GBIF
WoRMS
ITIS
DwC
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Appendix 7. Aggregated or separate resources
How should the data be aggregated?
A key question when creating a new OBIS resource is: What should be treated as a single resource and
what types of datasets should be aggregated? In some cases, a group of data, commonly known as a
data set, should be described by a single resource. In other cases, related data may be grouped together
even though they may be identifiable in smaller subsets, as in a catalog or inventory. Both situations
indicate the resource describes an aggregation of data. Your determination of the appropriate group of
data to describe should be the primary guideline.
Suggestions:
Data set characteristics that might suggest separate resources may be:


a unique instrument/platform/project combination



a unique parameter, DwC schema, or set of independent measurements contained in the data
set



distinct spatial or temporal coverage for a given group of taxa at unique processing level.



Requirement for unique citation

General metadata guidelines recommend that a single entry be created if a dataset contains content
spread over multiple types of media. This metadata record may be referenced as a parent for a number
of OBIS resources as it is recommended to create separate resources when the type of records varies.
Example create a separate resource for specimens versus observations associated with a dataset.
If versions of a dataset are held at multiple institutions, it is imperative to determine which group holds
the master copy and create the OBIS resource based on this version of the dataset.
Associated data used for the interpretation or organization of a data set (i.e., map overlays, indices to
data), should be referenced in the metadata bibliography section.
Rules of thumb:
1. If datasets each contain virtually identical information in most fields, the datasets should probably be
aggregated by creating a single resource (or a small handful of resources).
2. If the data are located at one location (at a single data center, on a single online server, in a specific
database, etc.), a single resource may be created to insure access to that data.
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Appendix 8. List of DwC terms
Maintain a list of DwC terms in spreadsheet. Include default values associated with datasets.
http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/
#

DwC term
1 Type
2 modified
3 language
4 license

Example/Vocabulary
Event (or checklist or metadata)
yyyy-mm-dd
En
http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode
Publication or thesis author
Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada, as represented by
the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans

5 rightsholder
http://www.seadatanet.org/urnurl/SDN:EDMO::#####
9 institutionID
11 datasetID
12 institutionCode
13 collectionCode
14 datasetName
16
17
18
19
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
40
43
60
61
62

basisofRecord
informationWithheld
dataGeneralizations
dynamicProperties
recordedBy
OrganismQuantityType
sex
lifeStage
reproductiveCondition
behavior
establishmentMeans
occurrenceStatus
preparations
disposition
associatedMedia
occurrenceRemarks
OrganismScope
habitat
samplingProtocol
sampleSizeValue

IPT identifier
Full name from EDMO
Museum collection code
FRB Bulletin LXXVII
IPT title
HumanObservation
PreservedSpecimen
Xxxxxxx
Nominal coordinates for defined area? or species at risk???
Series of keyword pairs separated by ‘;’
Author name (Last name then initials?)
Individuals; cells
male;female;
Vocab list
Immature; gravid; spent
Swimming; diving; flying;
X
present; absent; (not observed)
X
X
X
Dataset
individual; colony
water column;
Dataset
X
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63 sampleSizeUnit
64 samplingEffort

cubic metre; square meter; sample (do not include ‘per’ or /)
X
Gazetteer:identifier (Example MRGID:8897; CGNDB:CAPHM)
http://marineregions.org/mrgid/8897
http://geogratis.gc.ca/services/geoname/en/geonames/CAPHM.
kml

67 locationID
75 countryCode
89 locationAccordingTo
91 verbatimCoordinateSystem

94 geodeticDatum
coordinateUncertaintyInMete
95 rs
96
98
103
104
105
106

coordinatePrecision
verbatimcoordinates
footprintWKT
footprintSRS
footprintSpatialFit
georeferencedBy

107 georeferencedDate
108 georeferenceProtocol

109 georeferenceSources
georeferenceVerificationStatu
110 s
111
114
115
116
153

georeferenceRemarks
identificationQualifier
typeStatus
identifiedBy
taxonRemarks

CA
Canadian Geographical Names Data Base (CGNDB)
Marine Regions Gazetteer (MRG)

X
CGNDB NAD83 (CSRS). ***OBIS currently recognizes only
one datum and the dataset coordinates should be converted to
this datum.

"0.00001" (normal GPS limit for decimal degrees),
"0.000278" (nearest second),
"0.01667" (nearest minute), "1.0" (nearest degree).

X
http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/index.htm#footprintWKT
X
X
OBIS Canada
Date dataset was processed and coordinates assigned -OREventdate – assigned by resource creator
OBIS Canada Georeferencing Guidelines
Canadian Geographical Names Data Base (CGNDB)
Marine Regions Gazetteer (MRG)
Source report
X
Example of possible text: ‘nominal coordinates assigned based
on sampling location placename’
dataset
X
Author (Last name, initials)
X
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Appendix 9: Basic processing steps
Review the list of DwC terms






Create or obtain a spreadsheet version of the DwC terms
o Compare copy with the latest version of DwC terms online: http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms.
Update if required.
o Include a number of examples of mapping from datasets
o Include a separate column with suitable vocab terms for specific terms. Example data licence;
institutionID; etc
Copy spreadsheet and add to the EXCEL file ‘DwC’ worksheet.
o Add a column to the DwC spreadsheet for dataset specific comments (add notes as dataset and
various terms reviewed and issues identified).
Create new worksheet ‘DwC Defaults’.
o Identify DwC fields that can be populated with default values for the entire dataset. Examples
may include DwC.Language, DwC.Modified, DwC.DatasetID, DwC.DatasetName,
DwC.InstitutionCode, DwC.License, DwC.RightsHolder, etc.
o Add a column and populate with row number
o Review of information compiled in this worksheet will occur later in this section. (see Review,
revise, and standardize default info associated with the dataset)

Review, revise, reformat digitized data






Review source content and the list of fields in the digitized source dataset (‘Original data’
worksheet). Using the DwC spreadsheet listing of terms map data file fields to DwC terms – see
Recipe 6A and appendix..
Review content in ‘Original’ worksheet and identify reformatting required to map to DwC terms:
o Perhaps latitude and longitude coordinates are not in units of decimal degrees.
o Perhaps date information requires reformatting.
o Perhaps depth is in the wrong units.
Review content in the ‘Original’ worksheet that was not mapped to DwC terms:
o Are these calculated values and redundant? If yes, then ignore.
o Are these measurements associated with the species occurrence? If yes, consider
adding as measurements – see below.
o Are these measurements associated with the sampling location but not necessarily
related to the species occurrence? If yes, consider referencing this data in the metadata
and direct readers to the source file should they wish to access this extra info. (Add note
to the metadata – the original report contained info on a, b, c, x, y, z. This resource
contains only the species occurrence information and associated ‘MeasurementName’
measurements).
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Review, revise, and standardize scientific names associated with the dataset


2

Review ‘Original’ and extract list of taxon names –the objective is to create a new worksheet
‘taxon names’ that will contain a list of ‘clean’2 taxon names.
o Review the name(s) associated with the dataset (perhaps it is one species only).
o If necessary, create a new worksheet (‘taxon names’) with the original name and then
add columns parsing out various name modifiers.
 Create column for Original name, EditedScientificname, authorship, lifestage,
gender, size, modifier, qualifier, etc.
 Do the names contain ‘?’ or, ‘*’. If yes, determine the meaning of these symbols.
 Review, clean and standardize content in the various new fields.
o If the scientific name includes modifiers related to questionable identification, then
populate the IdentificationQualifer field. See:
http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#identificationQualifier.
o If the scientific name includes name modifiers such as ‘sp 1’ or ‘spA’ then populate the
scientificName field with the parent rank (perhaps genus name). Enter the verbatim
name in the taxonRemarks field.
 Example Gadus spA
 DwC.Scientificname=Gadus
 DwC.TaxonRemarks=Gadus spA
o If the taxon name is a group of names then these names must be reviewed and a
common parent name entered into the RevisedScientificName field. The group name
must be retained as it provided valuable information – move this name to a new column
labeled TaxonRemarks. If there is more information on this group record as notes in the
readme file for later inclusion in the metadata document. For further discussion, see the
OBIS manual.
 Example Calanus finmarchicus and C. glacialis
 DwC.ScientificName=Calanus.
 DwC.TaxonRemarks= Calanus finmarchicus and C. glacialis.
 Example jellyfish and ctenophores
 DwC.ScientificName=Animalia.
 DwC.TaxonRemarks= Cnidaria and Ctenophora (jellyfish and
ctenophores).
o Add a column for common or vernacular name if included.
 If only common name provided, then consult source or local experts and assign
a scientific name.
 Record in the readme worksheet if scientific names not included in the source
dataset and method used to associate with a taxon name.

For more information on cleaning of taxon names see Chapman (year), and the OBIS manual.
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DO NOT add common names to the spreadsheet if these names were not part
of the source dataset.
Perform name QC procedures as recommended by OBIS for marine taxa. (WoRMS Taxon match,
http://www.marinespecies.org/aphia.php?p=match).
o In the previous step a list of scientific names was created. The WoRMS taxon match tool
requires this worksheet to be the first sheet in an EXCEL file). In addition, if matching to
scientific name there must be one column in the worksheet that can be identified.
 Example1: If genus and specific epithet were entered in separate columns in the
file a new column must be created combining the parts of the binomial name.
 Example2: if the list contains names at different classification ranks there must
be one column that is populated with scientific name regardless of rank.
o Run Taxon match procedure and select a number of output options including: AphiaID,
LSID, TSN, ScientificName, Authority, AcceptedName and Classification. See figure 3.

Figure 3. WoRMS Taxon match tool. A. Browse and choose file with the list of names (first worksheet in EXCEL file); B. tick to
indicate that the first row contains column names; C. match to scientific name; D. select number of output options. E. press
Next to proceed.

o

The Taxon match routine may not always be able to match all names in a list. This may
be due to a number of reasons, a few of which are listed below. There are two options
as to how to proceed. The first is to attempt to resolve matching while online. The
second option is to download the file with the unmatched names and then flag these
names in the downloaded file. Highlight the names where the match was ‘none’ in red
and the ambiguous names in yellow (see Figure 3). Add notes to these names if relevant
for future understanding. Rerun the taxon match process once all names have been
resolved.
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Name not included in the register and match indicated as ‘(none)’
 Perhaps the name is abbreviated or a concatenation of names and
requires review /revision.
 Perhaps the name is misspelled in the data file – check the source file
o Manually perform a name search in WoRMS using the first few
characters in the name. This may help identify typing errors.
 Perhaps the name is a trinomial.
o Manually perform a name search in WoRMS using the binomial
name. if the trinomial exists then copy the WoRMS version of
the spelling/format into the spreadsheet revised name field.
 Perhaps the name is not marine.
o Check for name in other registers.
 Use LifeWatch Tool - Users must be registered to use
this tool so this option may not be available for all data
rescue participants. http://www.lifewatch.be/dataservices/
 Search for name in ITIS, http://www.itis.gov.
o Contact project OBIS data manager. If the name was found in
other registers then provide the taxon name, the register name
and link to the register entry.
 Perhaps the name refers to a taxon classification that is not recognized.
o Contact the project OBIS data manager. These names may have
been resolved in the past and recommendations as to how to
populate the DwC fields may have been recorded in the past.
 Perhaps the name does not refer to a taxon and/or is garbage.
o Example
 rocks and stones. These terms may need to be retained
in the source dataset as biomass values may be affected
by these.
 Typing error and impossible to resolve.
Name included in the register more than once. Name associated with a multiple
authorships and is flagged as ‘ambiguous – select below’.





Review the dataset and if information on scientific name authorship is
provided and this name occurs in the list of names to select then
complete the process. Note: brackets around the authorship name are
important and matching requires presence or absence.
Consult the source and/or local experts.
Perform search in WoRMS on the various names in the drop down box
and determine if a name can be chosen depending on classification.
Perhaps one name combination refers to a shrimp and the other to a
Himalayan hydrangea bush.
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o

Search for the scientific name in local register of names. Example:
consult the Canadian Register of Marine Species, CaRMS,
http://www.marinespecies.org/carms/aphia.php?p=search. See Figure
4.
Download matched output file and append content to the Dataset file.

Figure 4. Left: WoRMS taxon match tool showing names that A. don't have matches in WoRMS and B. names with multiple
entries in WoRMS. Right: Downloaded list with entries without matches in red font and ambiguous name cells highlighted in
yellow.
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Figure 5. Left: Listing of names without matches in WoRMS (red = not in WoRMS; shaded cells = ambiguous in WoRMS).
Right: Example of name found in the Canadian Register of Marine Species, CaRMS.







If the name cannot be mapped3 then contact the RON data management team.
(more information on the mapping of names may be found on the OBIS Canada
web site)
As part of the data rescue project compile a list of names submitted to the
authoritative register (WoRMS). This list can be used to show contributions,
such as synonym names, to other initiatives.

Review and revise the DwC worksheet and flag terms associated with the WoRMS_matched
worksheet.

Review, revise, and standardize place names and locality info associated with the dataset
Place names and sampling locations – all species occurrences must be georeferenced and OBIS requires
latitude and longitude fields be populated in units of decimal degrees.





Record a note in the dataset ‘instructions’ worksheet to indicate how locations for this dataset
were georeferenced. Examples: If a set of guidelines was followed then enter reference; note if
latitude and longitude coordinates provided by source and no further information provided.
Record in the dataset ‘instructions’ worksheet the names of geographic gazetteer(s) used to
standardize location place names.
Extract distinct list of ‘clean’ location place names
o Review the place name list.

3

Each data rescue project needs to clarify the procedure to follow should a term not be found in an identified
vocabulary list. For the AEI project the procedure adopted was to contact an OBIS Canada data manager.
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o

o

o

o

If place names require cleaning - create a new spreadsheet with the original place name
and then add columns parsing out various name modifiers.
 Create column for Original place name, EditedPlaceName, country, province,
county, ocean or water body, depth strata, etc.
 Do the names contain ‘?’ or ‘*’. If yes, determine the meaning of these symbols.
 Review, clean and standardize content in the various new fields.
Create a new field called VerbatimLocality and populate with standardized formatting
for given place name. Example one entry might say ‘Salmon River, New Brunswick’ and
the next might say ‘Salmon R., N.B.’ Adopt a format and revise content.
If the place name is a group of names, then these names must be reviewed and a
common parent name entered into the EditedPlaceName field. The group name must
be retained as it provided valuable information – move this name to a new column
labeled LocationRemarks. If there is more information on this group record as notes in
the readme worksheet. Add a note to the instructions worksheet describing procedure
followed.
 Identify if place name references a sampling station or a defined fishing or
marine area or a place name or a specific point location
 Are numerous place or area names provided? If yes are any of these redundant?
Example is fishing area within a larger NAFO zone? If yes then it is not necessary
to record the NAFO zone as this can be determined from the fishing area
location information.
 Is the location a transect or area? if yes consider creating a polyline or polygon
definition for the DwC.FootprintWKT field.
 Are provided place/area names defined elsewhere?
Associate place names with gazetteer entries and populate DwC.Locality,
DwC.LocationID and DwC.LocationAccordingTo fields:
 Is it possible to identify and link to a gazetteer containing the area definitions? Is
it possible to assign a gazetteer identifier?
 Manual search
 dataservices
 If the place name is included in the register more than once or associated with
multiple definitions for different Feature types (incorporated area, community,
look off, harbour, channel, shoal, ledge, etc.)
 Record a note in the dataset ‘instructions’ worksheet to indicate that a
choice was made and indicate how the projected prioritized selection of
feature type area definitions when >1 options for a given place name.
 Consider adding a new column to the location worksheet to include
Feature Type
 Consult the source and/or local experts to assist with choosing
appropriate feature type.
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o

o

o

Compare local gazetteer entry with entry in thematic gazetteer (marine
regions.org). If the thematic entry requires revision contact the OBIS data
manager with information that can be passed along to the gazetteer managers.
Example, Perhaps MRG contains Canadian place name but the source of the
definition is Wikipedia. MRG should be advised that a better definition exists
and a link to the CGNDB could be forwarded.)
 If area definitions are not contained in an accessible gazetteer and if these areas
are in common use for a specific type of data then contact the OBIS Canada data
management team.
If name not found in chosen gazetteer then review.
 Perhaps the name is abbreviated or a concatenation of names and requires
review /revision.
 Perhaps the name is misspelled in the data file – check the source file
 Manually perform a name search in gazetteer using the first few
characters in the name. This may help identify typing errors.
 If name not found in the identified gazetteer(s) then:
 consult other gazetteers and/or determine if defined elsewhere. Record
in the readme worksheet the place name, the source name and link if
available.
 Contact the project OBIS data manager.
o These names may have been resolved in the past and
recommendations as to how to populate the DwC fields may
have been recorded in the past. Perhaps the name is an error
(garbage).
o Submit place name and definition to the gazetteer data
managers. Determine if sufficient to simply provide place name
and nominal set of latitude and longitude coordinates or if
possible to submit a detailed area description. Must also
provide a reference for the entry.
If issues encountered, consult georeferencing guidelines and if issue still exists consult
the OBIS data manager and contribute question to list of FAQ. Example:
 how do I go about defining the vlat/vlong, and delat/delong of locations that are
given such as: "Cribbean Head - McIsaac Rock". Do I just write the point A
(vlat1,vlong1) to point B(vlat2,vlong2)?
 How do I proceed when records say ’species found at most sites’.
If the name cannot be mapped4 then contact the data management team for advice.
(more information on the mapping of locations may be found in the OBIS Canada
georeferencing guidelines accessible on the OBIS Canada web site).

4

Each data rescue project needs to clarify the procedure to follow should a term not be found in an identified
vocabulary list. For the AEI project the procedure adopted was to contact an OBIS Canada data manager.
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As part of the data rescue project compile a list of place names submitted to the
authoritative gazetteer (CGNDB or MRG). This list can be used to show
contributions, such as enhanced definitions, to other initiatives.
If grid provided then:
o Use lat/long from the centroid point of the grid location;
o set the dwc.coordinatePrecision (example set to 5 if a 10degreed square)for reference
grids see www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/eea-reference-grids-1 they use km
as a measure
If latitude/longitude coordinates not provided, i.e. only place name provided then:
o consult source or local experts to determine if coordinates or map/figure available to
indicate sampling location.
o If coordinates not available, assign nominal coordinates based on adopted
georeferencing guidelines.
o Record in the readme worksheet if coordinates not included in the source dataset and
georeferencing method used to associate with latitude and longitude values.
Identify/Adopt QC tests for latitude and longitude coordinates.
o OBIS manual recommends number of tests and use of tools and data services offered
through the website LifeWatch.be (http://lifewatch.be/data-services).
Review decimal latitude and decimal longitude coordinates.
o Have calculated values resulted in too many decimal places? (see below).
o Determine if any coordinate pairs are null. All records must be georeferenced – if there
are records without coordinates then these records must be reviewed and updated or
flagged and not appended to the final dataset to be uploaded to the IPT.
o Determine if any coordinates pairs = 0,0. This is likely an error.
o Determine if coordinate pairs are signed correctly for the hemisphere (+N-S; -W+E)
Extract distinct list of latitude/longitude coordinates.
o Retain original coordinates and label as VerbatimCoordinates. Consult DwC terms for
additional fields that may be populated.
o Calculate coordinates in units of decimal degrees.
 Record in the readme worksheet if the coordinates provided in the source
dataset were already converted to decimal degrees and if no information on
coordinate precision available.
o Determine if necessary to truncate the number of decimal places. Be aware that simply
revising a column format will result in a change in who a number is displayed but will
not change the underlying value and the 15 gazillion decimal places may still be
retained. The objective is to limit the number of decimal places based upon coordinate
precision.
 If original coordinates recorded in units of degrees, minutes and seconds then
the coordinatePrecision value is 0.01667. In this case truncate DecimalDegrees
to 5 digits. (http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#coordinatePrecision).
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Perform sample location QC procedures as recommended by OBIS for marine taxa. (plot
coordinates and determine if points fall on land or outside defined sampling area and or if
incorrect default values assigned).
o plot latitude and longitude and visually confirm that points fall within the expected
geographic extent. (check to make sure that points are not in Siberia or plotted at the
equator). Verify coordinates if points fall on land or outside sampling area.
o run tests to confirm that latitude and longitude coordinates fall within area definitions
associated with location place names. (See http://lifewatch.be/data-services).
 advantage of including place names and area definitions in recognized gazetteer
– enables coordinate testing to determine if points fall within defined polygon.



Review and revise the DwC worksheet and flag terms associated with the Location worksheet.



Review measurement/facts
o NOTE: it is possible to refresh IPT resources  consider creating a version 1 of the
resource without measurement IF additional time is required to consult experts re the
assignment of DwC Measurement fields and mapping to the data set’s associated data.



Once again, review full list of DwC fields and verify that all content is mapped.
o Identify terms associated with taxon and location information compiled in other
worksheets. If necessary, review these worksheets and update/revise/enhance if
required.
o Identify terms that can be assigned default values for the specific datasets or for the
project or data rescue activity.
o Identify terms associated with the ‘data’
 Identify terms that should be populated with controlled vocabulary
 Standardize content for thematic groups – see appendix DwC-Thematic.

Review, revise, and standardize default info associated with the dataset
FAQ
Q. Should all references be formatted according to one recommended style or should a reference retain the
original format?
Q. How should I populate DwC Institution terms (DwC.InstitutionID and DwC.InstitutionCode)?
According to the DwC term this is the organization holding the data. For a published article should this entry
be:




Associated with the first author or primary investigator
Associated with the journal
Associated with the group conducting the data rescue project
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OBIS tracks not just statistics associated with its regional/thematic nodes but also from the data providers
associated with individual datasets or resources. This information is extracted from the resource metadata’s
resource creator ‘organization’ entry. It is therefore important to review/revise and standardize this entry.
A controlled vocabulary for institutions is EDMO. This site provides not just full and abbreviated names and
associated descriptions but also includes history of an organization and therefore useful to resolve name
changes over time plus standardize language variations. In addition this site includes nominal latitude and
longitude coordinates associated with the institution location.
Consult the local OBIS node management team. OBIS Canada recommends population of the
DwC.InstitutionID field with an EDMO code and the DwC.InstitutionCode field with the full name as listed on
the EDMO site. Examples:





InstitutionID:
o http://www.seadatanet.org/urnurl/SDN:EDMO::4385
o The given URN gives EDMO details in XML On top of that there is the print page with EDMO
in human layout at: http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_edmo/print.asp?n_code=4385
InstitutionCode: Cape Breton University – Bras D’Or Institute for Ecosystem Research (Bras D'Or
Institute)

Promote the existence of this EDMO site and content to the data provider
RecordedBy – recommend use of source reference abbreviation.

Process original file, combine content from various worksheets and create output file with DwC schema.
Export using UTF-8
Check that date fields include leading zeros.
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Update the master spreadsheet status field – ‘standardized’

Table 2. List of DwC terms and mapping. Many terms could be assigned defaults.(see example below).
These may be compiled as part of this mapping exercise but should be added to the dataset in a
separate worksheet called ’Defaults’. A few terms would not be relevant to the new dataset and I would
simply enter ‘x’ next to these. A few might need to be discussed…. Highlight in yellow
. Number of worksheets in new dataset file:






Dataset – ‘Occurrenced-Edited’ worksheet
Dataset – ‘Location – place names’ worksheet
Dataset – ‘Event – SamplingSites’ worksheet
Dataset – ‘WoRMS_Matched’ worksheet
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FAQ
Q. I have a new dataset where the data provider has entered present and ‘not detected’ in the
occurrenceStatus column. There is a difference between ‘not detected’ and absent…. (just as there is a
difference between a null entry and a 0 in a spreadsheet) OR should the recommendation be to enter
‘absent’ in the OccurrenceStatus’ field and enter ‘not detected’ in the OccurrenceRemarks field?
A.What does “not detected” mean? That they have looked for it but didn’t find it? I think this is the case
for all absence records, so I would just use “absent” then. You never know if something is really absent,
you just know you didn’t find it. If it means that they didn’t look for it, then I don’t see why there would
be a record. I think for simplicity’s sake we should stick to present and absent.
A1. enter ‘absent’ for OccurrenceStatus but consider also populating the OccurrenceRemarks field with
the ‘not detected’.

Q. The dataset that I am working on now contains notation indicating ‘living specimens’ and also ‘empty
shells’. If a record contained ‘shells’ then should the recommendation be to set occurrence status to
‘absent’? If we adopt this procedure then I assume that iOBIS will check the OccurrenceStatus field,
correct?
A. We are currently excluding records with occurrenceStatus = absent.
I'm not sure how to deal with shells, but I would not recommend to use occurrenceStatus = absent. In
my opinion occurrenceStatus should only be used in survey datasets to indicate that a species of interest
was not found at a particular site/area. I think labeling shells as absence will cause a lot of confusion for
people using the data for niche or occupancy modelling (once we start ingesting and serving absence
data).

Q. Abundance – counts or measurements?
Q1. What if a dataset only includes abundance and no other measurements? Recommend creating a
measurement for all datasets unless there are no quantitative counts? And What if there is a count per
jar or per sample but no units provided? And Should the individualCount field going forward ever be
populated?
A. If you just have a count without any additional information (surface area, sample size, etc), and you
have no other reason to create a MoF file, please go ahead and use individualCount. Individuals in a jar
is a good example, perhaps whales in a pod is another one. However, if you have other information that
allows the calculation of densities, please add everything as MoF.
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Q. In one of the training powerpoints you have Terms - individualCount - organismQuantity organismQuantityType - sampleSizeValue - sampleSizeUnit – OBIS recommended practice: add sampling
parameters and quantities in a measurementOrFact extension
To clarify – does this mean that we should populate the first row of terms in the occurrence record with
abundance counts but then also include abundance as a measurement, along with biomass,
temperature, etc etc?
A. With the ENV-DATA project we agreed to add all quantities, including abundance, as
MeasurementOrFact. I don’t mind if you add the same information in the occurrence terms as well, as
long as they are in MoF (for machine readability).

Q. I was chatting with someone yesterday and they insisted that it is now possible to provide start and
end coordinates for a transect. This isn’t true, is it? I populate the normal decimallat and decimalLong
columns and then enter the start and end as polylines in the footprintWKT field. This is the correct
method, correct? does OBIS pull start and end from the FoorptintWKT field?
A We are asking to provide start and end coordinates (or even more detailed waypoints) as
footprintWKT, although we are currently not using these coordinates. This is why we always need
decimalLongitude and decimalLatitude in addition to footprintWKT. For transects we recommend to use
the midpoint for decimalLongitude and decimalLatitude, and a coordinateUncertaintyInMeters which
encompasses the complete transect. So a straight transect of 1000 m would have a
coordinateUncertaintyInMeters of 500 around the midpoint
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misconception that OBIS is only about point data. Attached is a nice example of a dataset from OBIS
Canada with almost 10,000 line transects over a 50-year period. We have always allowed start-end
coordinates and bounding boxes in the past. With the new DwC these location features (including more
complicated line strings and polygons!) are stored in DwC: footprintWKT.
Some examples of WKT strings from the OBIS manual: http://iobis.org/manual/darwincore/#location
LINESTRING (30 10, 10 30, 40 40)
POLYGON ((30 10, 40 40, 20 40, 10 20, 30 10))
MULTILINESTRING ((10 10, 20 20, 10 40),(40 40, 30 30, 40 20, 30 10))
MULTIPOLYGON (((30 20, 45 40, 10 40, 30 20)),((15 5, 40 10, 10 20, 5 10, 15 5)))

A Well-Known Text (WKT) representation of the shape (footprint, geometry) that defines the Location. A
Location may have both a point-radius representation (see decimalLatitude) and a footprint
representation, and they may differ from each other.
Example: the one-degree bounding box with opposite corners at (longitude=10, latitude=20) and
(longitude=11, latitude=21) would be expressed in well-known text as POLYGON ((10 20, 11 20, 11 21,
10 21, 10 20))
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Example: the one-degree bounding box with opposite corners at (minLong, minLat) and (maxLong,
maxLat) would be expressed in well-known text as POLYGON ((minLong minLat, maxLong minLat,
maxLong maxLat, minLong maxLat, minLong minLat))

To check your polygon string check out the following GitHub site: https://arthur-

e.github.io/Wicket/sandbox-gmaps3.html

If you go to http://www4.rncan.gc.ca/search-place-names/unique/DACVQ
then with your browser, select “View Page Source” (CTRL+U in Chrome), you will see the same syntax:
MULTIPOLYGON (((-63.6690788 50.2186165, -63.6752434 50.2291718, -63.6813087 50.2337837, 63.6383143 50.2312501, -63.6498833 ….
So you could copy and paste this chunk or reformat it using some processing software.

Question – who is the data provider?
As part of our project the students may come across datasets that were not originally created by the Bras d’or
institute – we should discuss if these should still be associated with this code or if other institutions should be
referenced. Examples include datasets from Sydney harbour (Dillon/Stewart); CBU thesis; Bras d’or lakes watch;
etc etc. It would be useful to jot down a few notes to clarify when the institute is indeed the ‘provider’.
And if the Bras d’or Institute is deemed to be the provider would it be reasonable that the associated CBU web
page or CBU library should have a URL pointing to the source document, thesis, publication or grey literature? In
other words, should the AEI project share its bibliography of identified/digitized/processed articles with you and
should these be made accessible somewhere on your site perhaps under a new heading called ‘data for re-use’.
Perhaps also include a short description of the AEI project. Another option would be to make this list accessible
from
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Appendix 10. Data extraction.
How can I extract the values of data plotted in a graph which is available in pdf form?
Step 1: Download and unzip the free software. If using a MAC computer, please ensure the latest
version of java is installed.
http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net

Step 2: Identify a figure/graph that needs to be digitized. Make sure it is saved as a JPG or PNG.
An example can be seen in the figure below. This plot shows information associated with transect
sampling sites. The distance from the shore and the height of the transect are measured in meters on
the x and y axis. The dots on the line indicate where sampling occurred along the transect. The text next
to the dots represents an abbreviation of which species were found at each site. The x,y values
associated with the dots need to be determined.

Step 3: Run the digitizing software. (PlotDigitizer.exe)
Click on File and select Open. Browse to find desired image.
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Zoom in and out of the image to find a size that appropriately fits your screen.

Step 4:

Choose the most negative end of the X axis. i.e. the minimum X axis value. But you can choose any point
along the X axis that has a tick mar and a value. (I.e. unless you are certain that the origin value is equal
to 0, is it wise to choose a point along the axis that has a set value)
In this example, the X axis minimum value would be set at 50.
If the minimum X axis value you chose is not at the origin, make sure that you uncheck the box that says
“use this point for y-axis minimum value”.
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Next choose most positive end of X axis, i.e. the maximum X axis value. In the example provided, the
max X value would be selected at the tick by ‘150’.
Next, if the minimum Y axis value is not the same as the minimum X axis value, choose most negative
end of y axis.
Next choose most positive end of y axis to select the maximum X axis value. In the example provided,
the max Y value would be selected at the tick by ‘12’.
Step 5:
Name the X and Y axis with their appropriate labels upon the next prompt.

Step 6: Digitize data points
Click on the data points on the graph to select the data. Data will be connected by a line, and the +
symbols represent the points at which the data will be calculated.
Once all the data points have been selected, press the ‘done’ button at the top of the page to calculate
the values for the data.
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Step 7: Export data

Select the window of data that pops up. Then save the output (File  save as …)
Review content and compare with points on the graph. Remember that many of these figures were
hand drawn so it is likely that they will be ‘off’ a bit.
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Appendix 11. Issues associated with ‘Time’
Questions about time…
for time. use four columns - one for start and one for end time and then one to indicate time zone and
then calculate the DwC.EventTime value
convert the time values to GMT and then populate the DwC term with hours:minutes separated with a '/'
and add the Z for GMT. if you don't have seconds then don't add the :00
the link for the DwC term and definition is below.
let me know if this helps.
you could calculate the time entry all in one column but if you are entering it is easier to use multiple
columns. Are you ok writing formulas in EXCEL?
example
A2 has start time
B2 has end time
C2 has time zone
D2 has formula --> =A2&'/'&B2&'Z'

or if time was a 4 digit integer (example 0459 and 0535)
--> =Left(A2,2)&':'&Right(A2,2)&'/'&Left(b2,2)...

Try playing with the formula and see if you can easily concatenate fields and then try to add text to the
formula. You should be able to combine fields and add delimiters – I often start with a 4 digit integer for
time and then have to add colons or add dashes for date when given day, month and year separately.

You can see in the example for date below that they include time as well – you can decide to do this if
you so desire. Just needs a longer formula once you have all the bits in your spreadsheet

The official definition is listed here: http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#eventDate
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Examples: "1963-03-08T14:07-0600" is 8 Mar 1963 2:07pm in the time zone six
hours earlier than UTC, "2009-02-20T08:40Z" is 20 Feb 2009 8:40am UTC, "180902-12" is 12 Feb 1809, "1906-06" is Jun 1906, "1971" is just that year, "2007-0301T13:00:00Z/2008-05-11T15:30:00Z" is the interval between 1 Mar 2007 1pm
UTC and 11 May 2008 3:30pm UTC, "2007-11-13/15" is the interval between 13
Nov 2007 and 15 Nov 2007.

Here is the link to eventTime http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#eventTime
Examples: "14:07-0600" is 2:07pm in the time zone six hours earlier than UTC,
"08:40:21Z" is 8:40:21am UTC, "13:00:00Z/15:30:00Z" is the interval between
1pm UTC and 3:30pm UTC.

If you have a start time of say 10:30am NL time and and end time of 12:00 then
your formula needs to produce the following string:
10:30-0330/12:00-0330

You might wish to add a new column for time zone (offset) in case you need to
handle datasets that cover the entire year and need to include day light savings
time.

Don’t forget about daylight savings time and remember that the start/end dates
have changed over the years.
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Appendix 12.1 Compile list of contributions to external initiatives
Recognize species registers, geographical gazetteers, species traits and other controlled vocabularies.
Review gazetteer entries for local areas





initiate a discussion about the need for review of the IHO area definitions in marine regions
gazetteer.
It is clearly indicated that these definitions are from 1953 and I am curious if there is a more
recent version that we should be using.
These definitions are used by OBIS and others to extract data. The current definitions will result
in a few incorrect extractions.
The reason that I ask is that one of our regions, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, has changed since
1953. In 1955 the Canso Causeway was built and now restricts water flow in this area. The old
IHO definition should be updated.

Compare the current definition http://www.marineregions.org/gazetteer.php?p=details&id=4290
With a definition in a newer draft IHO document. https://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/S-23WG/S23WG_Misc/Draft_2002/Draft_2002.htm
chapter 1 Page 1-18
Using the existing gazetteer definition both the area to the south of the causeway and the Bras d’or
lakes are included in the Gulf definition.
Not sure how the bras d’or lakes is supposed to be classified – perhaps someone else can comment on
this.

Perhaps the current shape file associated with this one area can be revise to ‘go around’ Cape Breton
Island instead of through it.
Other requests:


For surface and bottom temperature I suggest keeping these labels as they are in the field
MeasurementType but use the generic
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/TEMPPR01/ for temperature and either
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/ODSDM021/ or
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/PSLTZZ01/ for practical salinity. For the light
parameters I think we may have to create some codes.
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Appendix 13. Wrap up – suggestions for enhancements
Design database to store DwC occurrence records
2-is it possible to obtain a copy of this database and create a new independent database that can be
populated BEFORE datasets are uploaded to the IPT.
Historically datasets were uploaded to an Oracle database housed at BIO. Queries were run on the
records and then content extracted and shared with OBIS (using DiGIR, before IPT was developed).
The switch from DiGIR to the IPT meant that datasets could be uploaded independently and as a result
the QC steps previously run have been sporatically run. And another issue relates to the fact that using
ACCESS has resulted in a few errors and warnings re data format.
If all the OBIS Canada datasets were in one database then revising content would be simplified. At the
moment review requires treating each dataset separately. This can be painful!
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Appendix 14. Script - Reformat datafiles
Uncross in ACCESS
Input worksheet has one column and then columns of data. Allow ACCESS to assign PK.
Copy paste new tableinto ‘Planktondata_to_uncross’
Already exists…replace? ‘YES’
Copy the product ‘uncrossed data back into the EXCEL file (or continue processing in ACCESS)

Second option (from EurOBIS)
EurOBIS_crosstab.xls file added to the shared folder on Dropbox

Copy the worksheet columns/rows to be ‘uncrossed’
Paste into the crosstab worksheet above
Press the CommandButton
A New window will hold the uncrossed records.
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Appendix 15. Checklists
Checklist data and occurrence data are in fact different types of information. Darwin Core supports
both and ratified DwC practices and IPT should help us make that distinction.
…nature of a checklist needs to be kept clear to users. There are many flavors of checklist - species list,
literature-based, expert maps, ... more to consider.
I would not exclude checklists from OBIS. It may sound redundant for areas where there are a lot of
other datasets, but it may be valuable or the only resource for other places. WoRMS of course can also
deal with these kind of data very well, and the ability to flag a distribution in WoRMS is an asset for QC
in OBIS.
On 10 Jan 2013, at 14:58, Kennedy, Mary wrote: Hi Ward, Leen and Philip,
what are your thoughts about including species lists for a given area in OBIS as individual
resources? OBIS Canada has a resource that was submitted as one of the first datasets and it is a
species list for the Bay of Fundy area. I have spent years trying to get this resource removed but am now
just going to give up and maybe accept the fact that it should be in OBIS. My issue was always that it
looked stupid when plotted on a map. the area covered by the list was so large that the latitude/longitude
ended up being on land. my thoughts were that this type of info should feed into WoRMS as distribution
notes...
to view the Bay of Fundy resource see http://iobis.org/mapper/?resource_id=36
in the OBIS schema the basis of record for all records in this dataset is set to 'D'
according to the OBIS web page (http://iobis.org/node/304) 'An abbreviation indicating

whether the
record represents an observation (O) (this can include a visual observation, a survey catch, a
commercial landing record, etc), a collected living organism, such as a tree in a botanical
garden (L), a specimen in a collection/museum (S), a collected germplasm/seed (G), a photo (P),
or derived from literature, where original basis unknown (D).'
is this what you would expect? For the node manual should we recommend adding checklists, etc and if
yes then we would recommend using the 'D' for basis of record? anything related to the area definition
and precision, etc?
Now if we move towards using the IPT we will have a new suite of DwC terms..... are there other terms
that we should include in the IPT schema? http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/index.htm

http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/basisOfRecord
http://purl.org/dc/terms/references -- talks about checklists
and on another note re referencing the geographic area should we recommend populating the
following IPT field http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/locationAccordingTo -- is this a good place to
reference the marine gazetteer?
I am raising these questions at this time since I recently came across a species list for an
ecological reserve area on the Pacific coast. http://www.racerocks.ca/wp/race-rocks-animalsplants/taxonomy-image-gallery/ They don't seem to have good tables/logs with recorded
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observation data so I am going to treat their collection as a simple name list. They do post tagged
animal sightings on their pages but these are part of the TOPP dataset. ( I have mapped most of
their names to WoRMS AphiaIDs)

Oracle bits and pieces
To change a field name type: update table set field=’stuff’ where field like ‘something’;
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Appendix 16. Event core, data types and vocabularies
-This section is being developed…at this time we have provided our rough notes below.
OBIS is moving towards EventCore schema.
http://www.iode.org/index.php?option=com_oe&task=viewDocumentRecord&docID=18082

This will allow population of parent and child event records. For oceanographic cruises this means that a
parent might be a cruise. So…what what approach should we adopt so that content associated with one
cruise/mission can be integrated or associated with cruise content archived elsewhere (example ctd
data).
During the Census of Marine Life the data schema allowed inclusion of temperature and salinity
measurements associated with species observations. This made sense when sampling occurred within a
narrow depth strata but no sense at all for many plankton tows where the depth interval could be
hundreds of meters.
At the end of the Census the OBIS joined the IOC under the IODE. Within this community the practice
was for oceanographic data to flow from regional data centers to recognized oceanographic data
centres where rigorous QC tests for different data types were in place.
The new OBIS portal set up links to the World Ocean Atlas and the plan was to investigate how to link
OBIS data with associated measurements contained in traditional databases.
It was recognized that many measurements associated with OBIS data do not flow to these databases
and if not included in the OBIS data records this information may run the risk of being lost.
This leaves us with several issues related to associating OBIS species occurrence data with
measurements. What fields do we populate to facilitate linkage at a cruise or sampling event or
sampling gear level? What vocabularies are used in our community that might facilitate this process?
What do we need to learn in order to improve the fitness for reuse of our data?
It is relatively simple to assign event identifiers for any dataset. To do a better job of this we need to
review data flow and determine if anyone else was collecting data at the same time and if yes what
parent identifiers can be assigned to facilitate grouping.
The definition of an event can be tricky – example niskin bottle and ctd deployed from winchroom near
the bow while plankton net equipped with electronics from stern of the ship (or pump with ctd). These
are all from same location and date/time but need to differentiate bow samples from stern gear
samples.
Mission level should be easier… but there are different identifiers assigned by different data centers and
global aggregators…
Ok…lets move on to measurements. Lets start with abundance. Simple? Counts or what and per what
unit? What about biomass? Wet or dry or ash?
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Temperature…. What instrument? What precision? QC tests?
Before attempting to create data records one of the steps is to compile information on sampling
procedures.
Compile a list of all measurements.
Flag the ones that should be included in the OBIS dataset.
Add a note to metadata indicating that other measurements not included at this time.
Group measurements according to ‘type’. Example size measurements, temperature, oxygen,
chlorophyll, sediment types, etc.
Group measurements assocding to hierarchy. Example temperature; surface temperature; temperature
recorded using CTD model 123 calibrated on xxx. Measurements validated - run thru QC tests
Verbatim measurementTypes could be compiled and mapped to a ‘standardized’ measurement type.
Add a column next to each term – label this VerbatimMeasurementType
Add more columns and populate with available info such as determination method. See DwC terms and
add other columns as appropriate.
Review definitions and revise remove event information from the data type. Example ‘surface
temperature’  If your P01 points to temperature, but your parameter is actually surface
temperature; this parameter will need to be linked an event record with depth = 0.

Are the measurements averages and do you have means and SD? Do you have range vales such as minmax?
Add a column to hold MeasurementTypeID. Leave null for now
Next: check OBIS to see if others in our community have already mapped similar measurements –
Perhaps a GitHub page needs to be created/maintained. (Vocab email group to be set up?)
If datatype is ‘new’ to OBIS-ENV then go off in search of vocabularies relevant to your measurement
types.
(We will indeed need a central point at OBIS to coordinate new code requests; this central point would
help formulate new parameter names according to NERC guidelines and thus reduce workload from
BODC. In time the node managers which became very familiar with the NERC vocab can maybe send
the requests directly.)

First step is to check the NERC vocab:
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/data/codes_and_formats/vocabulary_search/P01/
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if in doubt leave the MeasurementTypeID field null; only use terms that are either exact matches or
broader matches (never narrower).
Questions
1) Averages / ranges of biometrics. Do we need separate P01 for this or can we define a
parameter for both single measurements as for averages as done for:
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/OBSINDLX/
I guess a range would always need to be split up in a minimumlength and a maximumlength?
2) For lengths: will we need different parameters for different organisms? You can have single
length parameter for the maximum length possible (the length over all) for this organism. The
specific details from where to where was actually measured would differ between species. (So
I’m asking: would the following one suit you if you didn’t have a range?
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/OBSINDLX/). The same as for width. I recently
encountered for mollusks a parameter called “Maximum length of the shell”, where the
measurement refers to a single specimen. I’m inclined to assign P01 OBSINDLX to this one as
you can consider the shell as part of the animal.
3) When the measurement is not the length overall (e.g. standard length), we may need more
specific parameters to define what was actually measured e.g.
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/SL01XX01/
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/SPBLXX01/

for length(ranges) see:



http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/OBSMAXLX/
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/OBSMINLX/

New data types


vocab for sediment type http://www.coastalwiki.org/wiki/Traits:SubstratumHabitat? Could be
a good idea. Maybe we could get it into BODC (if/when it’s finished).



Bottom sediment types (use vocab from species traits. Example fine, coarse, mud, sand, cobbles,
boulders, etc)

NEXT:… traits questions. including these terms into NERC? How to add new terms?



total length (range) to the nearest centimeter from tip of snout to end of tail  this is different
from ‘standard length’ and I have a range not an average.
For surface and bottom temperature I suggest keeping these labels as they are in the field
MeasurementType but use the generic
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/TEMPPR01/ for temperature and either
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/ODSDM021/ or
http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/PSLTZZ01/ for practical salinity. For the light
parameters I think we may have to create some codes.
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Appendix 17. Build vocabulary for measurements
OBIS schema includes a measurement or fact extension..
http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/#MeasurementOrFact
Measurements
measurementID
measurementType
measurementValue
measurementAccuracy
measurementUnit
measurementDeterminedBy
measurementDeterminedDate
measurementMethod
measurementRemarks

MeasurementType will include the data type name whereas the measurementID will contain a machine
readable link such as link to NERC.

In 2016 during the OBIS-SG the ENV-DATA project was described and all attendees agreed to add all
quantities, including abundance, as MeasurementOrFact. Can also add the same information in the
occurrence terms as well, as long as they are in MoF (for machine readability).
Compile list of measurements and find vocab term and MeasurementID.







Oceanographic measurements
o Temperature
o Salinity
Sediments (coarse, mud, sand)
Size measurements
o Fork length
o Total length
o Notochord length
X
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TDWG2017 Panel discussion
Questions for discussion:
What controlled vocabularies are required for data types related to species occurrence and associated
measurements?
Are there existing and / or developing vocabularies for these data types?
Are there data types for which vocabularies need to be developed? If so, who are the best authorities to
develop and/or manage these vocabularies?
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Appendix 18. Data Request letter template
Example1 Letter sent to OTN primary investigator
INSERT DATE
Dear OTN Data Provider – INSERT NAME
OBIS Canada is seeking your permission to proceed with publishing INSERT DATASET NAME data to
the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (www.iobis.org) according to the following protocol.
Approved OTN data policy calls for data to be published via international biodiversity facilities
such as the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (www.iobis.org) and Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (www.gbif.org). As OBIS is primarily a biodiversity initiative, OTN need only
provide project descriptions, citations, scientific contacts, taxonomic names, release locations and
dates. OBIS users wanting tracking data then must go to OTN and so be subjected to OTN data
policy. OBIS will provide web links for this purpose.
OTN collections will be individually published, following a standard process …
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Obtain permission from principal investigator (PI) to proceed
Examine relevant parts of existing project description
If not OK, then consult PI
If OK, then prepare OBIS data product for PI review
Obtain permission from PI to proceed
Update OTN project description
Publish to OBIS
Provide acknowledgement to PI.

Example: ‘WDG: Bay of Fundy: Spiny Dogfish’ - http://iobis.org/mapper/?resource_id=2308
Collaboration between OTN and OBIS is expected to highlight the great data in OTN and bring an
increased visibility to these two global projects. Please send email or give me a call on the phone.
Yours truly,

Mary Kennedy
OBIS Canada data management contacts …

OTN data management contacts …

Mary Kennedy mary.kennedy@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Bob Branton bob.branton@dal.ca

Helen Hayden helen.hayden@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Lenore Bajone lenore.bajona@dal.ca
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Example2 – Letter sent to CHONe students
INSERT DATE
Dear STUDENT
As a new activity for 2017, COINAtlantic and CHONe II are collaborating on an Atlantic ecosystem data rescue
project to make biological species distribution data accessible for reuse. One identified collection of datasets to be
‘rescued’ are those associated with the original CHONe project. This email is being sent to primary investigators
associated with these CHONe datasets.
At this time we would like to inform you that our data rescue team is reviewing your dataset (INSERT TITLE) with
the objective of making associated species occurrence information contained in your dataset accessible to the
public through publishing a revised/standardized version of the data to the Ocean Biogeographic Information
System (www.iobis.org) . CHONe datasets will be individually published as OBIS Canada resources following a
standard process. Steps are as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Typically, the first step is to obtain permission from the principal investigator (PI) to proceed. CHONe datasets
however are openly accessible. Our procedure will be revised and step 1 will be to notify the principal
investigators and provide information on the republishing of their data.
Examine relevant parts of existing project descriptions and if necessary consult with the PI to obtain
information required to populate the OBIS Canada resource EML metadata
prepare OBIS data package for PI and CHONe II data manager review
Publish the resource on the OBIS Canada IPT
Update CHONe project description to include link to new resource on the OBIS Canada IPT
Once content has been integrated into the OBIS database revise CHONe project description to include new
link
Provide original investigators and authors with links to content on IPT and OBIS

Background
In 2015, the ACZISC group in Halifax, now called COINAtlantic, received funding from Environment Canada to
support a project titled Atlantic Canada’s Biological Data for Ecosystem Planning and Decision-making: Opening
Access and Increasing Reuse. For more information on this project see http://coinatlantic.ca/index.php/atlanticmarine-biological-data-partnership
As part of this project a number of data partnerships have been set up to facilitate data identification, data
processing, data sharing and data flow. In 2016 a new partnership was formed between the ACZISC group and the
CHONe II data management team. A decision was made to review the list of public data packages associated with
CHONe and to identify content suitable to share with OBIS.
The CHONe Data Packages are hosted, maintained, and curated within the following digital data repositories:
Dryad, figshare, Polar Data Catalogue, GenBank, PANGAEA, Ocean Networks Canada (VENUS, NEPTUNE & Arctic
mini-observatory), Fisheries and Oceans Canada, etc.
Although CHONe data is published and content is publicly accessible, species occurrence information is not
accessible in a standardized format. Once identified, CHONe datasets will be reformatted and standardized
following OBIS guidelines. These new versions of the CHONe data will be uploaded to the OBIS Canada IPT along
with associated metadata (EML). The new resource will remain associated with the original publication.
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As part of this process we hope to involve investigators and authors of the original CHONe articles. Your assistance
will greatly enhance the metadata associated with the new resource and in turn the new resource will highlight the
existence of the original publication and facilitate reuse of the source data. Opportunities for collaboration on new
projects may arise.
As you may be aware, the CHONe project has its roots associated with the ten year Census of Marine Life (CoML)
Project. OBIS, the Ocean Biogeographic Information System also originated as part of CoML. In 2009, OBIS was
adopted as a project under IOC-UNESCO’s International Oceanographic Data and Information (IODE) programme.
For more information on OBIS see http://www.iobis.org/about/
Data flows to OBIS through its network of regional nodes. OBIS Canada was set up back around 2004 and the ‘host’
is Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography in Dartmouth, NS. The scope of
OBIS Canada is to make accessible all marine data within an area of interest to Canadian oceanographic and is not
restricted to the Canadian EEZ. In addition, content associated with Canadian researcher collected outside this
area may also be published through the Canadian node.
OBIS data originally was restricted to simple species presence information but now the data records can contain
more info and it is easier to publish abundance, biomass and other measurements. All data records must contain a
scientific name (not required to be at species level – any rank is fine) and a location that can be associated with
latitude and longitude.
CHONe partnership with COIN Atlantic in this AEI project is expected to highlight the great data collected as part of
the CHONe projects and it is expected to bring an increased visibility to the numerous projects.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact us.
Yours truly,
Mary Kennedy, OBIS Canada, mary.kennedy@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

NOTE: datasets that contain barcoding info may be submitted to Canadensys instead of OBIS Canada. An email was
sent to BOLD/Guelph to see if they have a copy of your dataset in their database.
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